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CHAPTER I 
NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to conduct an experiment 
which will attempt to determine the relatlve effectiveness of 
direct instruction versus the contextual method of teaching 
vocabulary in Grade Nine. 
Justification of the Problem 
Because of an increasing awareness of the importance af 
vocabulary building in recent years many teaching aids have 
been published for vocabulary development at various education~ 
al levels. However, only limited experimentation has been 
conducted to determine which of the current methods or devices 
for vocabulary building are most effective. 
writes: 
Discussing the problem of developing meaning, Harris!/ ' 
• ••••• as yet there is not sufficient evidence 
to show which methods of. vocabulary instruction 
work best at the different grade levels and with 
pupils of different degrees of ability." 
In a study of methods of teaching vocabulary in 
1/Albert J. Harris, "Reading Comprehension,• How ''fo Increase 
Reading Ability, Longmans, Green and Company, New York, New 
York, 1947, P• 368. 
1 
secondary schools, O'Sullivan.!/ states, "A glaring need is 
evident from objective research to show conclusively and 
scientifically the extent to which methods in current usage 
are functioning efficiently and effectively." 
In the concluding chapters of the same study.21 the 
following is suggested for further research: 
"An experiment to prove the effectiveness of 
direct instruction versus the contextual method. 
Two equated groups reading the same literature text 
could be taught the same vocabulary. Preliminary 
vocabulary tests should be administered. Then one 
class could be taught by direct instruction •••• ; 
the other, by contextual method. The same amount 
of class time for vocabulary could be given to both 
groups. At the conclusion of the unit, the same 
test could be given to both groups and statistical 
procedures applied." 
In another re-examination of the methods of teaching 
vocabulary, Colvi~/ concludes: "There are many opportuni-
ties for research in the area of measuring vocabulary and of 
developing _vocabulary in children. More study on methods of 
increasing vocabulary size is needed." 
The New England Association of Teachers of English has 
also expressed a realization of the inadequacy of experiments-
tion in ·the vocabulary field to w.eigh the effect! veness of 
1/Elizabeth O'Sullivan, A Summary of Research on the Methods 
of Teaching Vocabulary in the Secondary Schools, Unpublished 
Service Paper, Boston University School of Education, 
Boston, Mass., 1949, p. 58. 
_g/Ibid., P• 68. 
3/Cynthia M. Colvin, "A Re-examination of the Vocabulary 
~uestion," Elementary English Review, Volume 28, (October, 
1951), P• 355. 
2 
present teaching devices. A report of the exploration of the 
problems of vocabulary study and a recommendation for further 
research are to be found in a recent publication of that asso-
ciation.1/ 
Scope and Limitations 
The experiment conducted by the writer was limited to 
the teaching of a lOO•word vocabulary drawn from the text of 
Ivanhoe by Sir Walter Scott. In order to provide for in• 
dividual differences in reading ability, two school editions 
of Ivanhoe were used: the Mabel Dodge Holmes ' adapted edition 
published by the Globe Book Company, New York, New York, 1943, 
and ·the Prose and Poetry Individualized Program edition pub-
J lished by the L. W.Singer Company, Syracuse, New York, 1942. 
The 100 words chosen for difficulty and purposes of 
instruction were common to both editions. These words were 
then checked for frequency against the Thorndik~/ word list. 
They were taught to two roughly-equated groups of ninth-grade 
pupils of 50 each, simultaneously with their reading of the 
text. 
The first experimental group of 50 pupils in one school 
l/New England Association of Teachers of English, "Vocabulary 
~tudy," The English Leaflet, Volume 50, (April, 1951), 
PP• 54•55. 
2/Edward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher's Word 
Book of 30,000 Words, Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1944 1 p. 274. 
3 
of the community was taught the lOO·word vocabulary by the 
contextual method. The second experimental group of 50 pupils 
in another school of the community was taught the same vocabu-
lary by means of direct instruction. The writer instructed 
the first group throughout the experiment, while another class-
room teacher instructed the second group. No control group was 
used for the purpose of this experiment. 
n1e 100-word vocabulary list was divided into 10 lessons 
of 10 words a lesson- Each lesson was limited to 15 minutes 
daily at the beginning of the Ene:;lish period. The experiment 
was continued for thirteen successive days. On the first day 
a 100-word vocabulary test of the words to be taught was ad-
ministered as a ~retest to both groups. A preliminary vo• 
cabllary lesson was taught the second day to acquaint the 
pupils with the procedure. Ten days were then devoted to the 
teaching of the tested words. On the thirteenth day the same 
100-word vocabulary test was administered to both groups as a 
Final Test. Six months after the close of the experiment the 
lOO~wQrd vocabulary test was again administered to both groups 
as a Delayed Recall Test. 
Complete records of scores for each group were compared, 
interpreted, and evaluated to determine the relative effective-
ness of the two types of instruction. 
Assumptions Made 
Because of the apparent inadequacy of present research 
in the field of vocabul9ry measurement, it is assumed that 
-~-====- -= 
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· there is a need for objective research to determine the extent 
to which current methods of vocabulary instruction are effi-
cient and effective. 
Since an adequate vocabulary is considered necessary 
for effective, apprec:tati ve reading, it is fur·ther assumed 
that results obtained from an experiment which measured the 
retention of words acquired by one or more of these vocabulary 
teaching devices are of some reference value to those inter-
ested in vocabulary building. 
Lastly, it is assumed that the groups taught are a 
sufficient sampling and that the experiment, though short in 
duration, is sufficient in length to obtain significant 
results. 
Definition of Terms 
For the purposes of this experiment the contextual 
method and the direct instruction method of vocabulary build-
ing are defined as follow~: 
The purpose of the contextual method of vocabulary 
building is to increase word power by developing the ability 
to determine the meaning of words by their association with 
meaningful words immediately surrounding them. 
The purpose of direct instruction in vocabulary build-
ing is to increase word power by the teaching of synonyms and 
antonyms in connection with direct use of the dictionary. 
-==== -o=-=---=- =--
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Summary of the Problem 
It is the purpose of this study, therefore, to record 
all pertinent data related to an experiment which measured 
the retention of words acquired by ninth-grade pupils by means 
of two different devices for vocabulary building. It is hoped 
that such an experiment, though limited in scope, will aid in 
determining the relative effectiveness of two current methods 
of vocabulary instruction. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Need of Vocabulary Development 
In recent years wide attention has been given to 
studies reporting the correlation between the size of a 
person's vocabulary and the degree of his success. 
The highly publicized study by Johnson 0 1Connorl/ of 
vocabularies of major business executives in this country 
indicated that those who had achieved worldly success had 
also developed large vocabularies. A study of vocabularies 
of college freshmen by Templema~/ demonstrated that students 
with good vocabularies made the best scholastic recorda in 
college. In discussing the implications to be drawn from 
his study Templeman~ concludes: "If at any time during his 
educational career a person possesses or builds up a vocabu-
lary greater than the vocabularies of his classmates, his 
grades in the immediate future will be higher than theirs." 
Additional research in the area seems to indicate that 
1/Johnson O'Connor, "Vocabulary and Success," Atlantic 
Monthly, Volume 53, (February, 1934), PP• 160•166. 
2/William Templeman, "Vocabulary and Success in College," 
School and Society, Volume 51, (February, 1940) pp. 221-224. 
~/Ibid.~ P. 224. 
7 
vocabulary effectively predicts intellectual progress after 
school years and shows little deterioration in later life.l/ 
The results of such research, as well as the opinions 
of writers in the field, suggest the need for increasing em-
phasis upon vocabulary development. 
One of the earlier publications stressing such need is 
the Twenty-fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of Education.~/ In speaking of the necessity of develop8 
ing meaningful vocabulary by means of definite training, the 
report states: 
"In all assimilative reading, grasp of content 
depends upon the associations made as the words are 
seen •••• Growth in reading power means, therefore, 
continuous enriching and enlarging of the reading 
vocabulary and increasing clarity of discrimination 
in appreciation of word values. 
All enrichment of experience, both within and 
without the school, has a direct influence upon the 
reading vocabulary. Valuable as is this source of 
growth~ the school must supplement it with very 
definite training in order to insure rapid growth." 
More recently in the Forty-eighth Yearbook, McKee3/ 
stresses the need for developing independence in coping with 
T/Northwestern Universit~ News Service, "A New Light on 
nhildren's Vocabularies, School and Society, Vol. 66 1 (August 30 1 1947), PP• 163-164. -
2/National Society for the Study of Education, Retort of the 
National Committee on Reading, Twenty-fourth Year ook, Part I, 
Public School Publishing Company, Illinois, 1924, P• 76. 
3/Paul McKee, "Reading Programs in Grades IV Through VIII," 
Reading in the Elementary School, Forty•eighth Yearbook, 
National Society for the Study of Education, Part II, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1949, p. 135. 
: 
8 
meaning:-
nit is clear that many pupils have insufficient 
demand for meaning in much of their reading, that 
they are not particularly disturbed by lack of 
understanding, that they are prone to accept the 
first meaning which pops into their minds for a given 
word, group of words, or a sentence. 
There is good reason to believe that definite 
instruction which equips pupils with understandings 
and skills needed for coping with .these meanin~ 
difficulties independently will be profitable. 
Expressing a similar view, Beeryl/ says: 
"The possession of a rich .fund of word meanings 
is a prerequisite to adequate comprehension and 
interpretation in reading. Indeed, an adequate 
meaning vocabulary is essential to intellectual 
maturity, and the entire school program should be 
examined to determine how it contributes to the 
acquiring of vivid, accurate concepts.n 
The recent publication of the National Council of 
Teachers of Englis~ continues to support these previous 
findings of the needs of pupils: 
nThey (the pupils) need to develop a respect for 
words and to learn how to use them effectively ••••• 
They need to learn how to increase their vocabularies 
and to make their meanings clear.n 
Although there is ·general agreement as to the neces-
sity for vocabulary development, there seems to b.e 11 ttle 
evidence in present research to indicate which methods of 
l/Althea Beery, "Development of Reading Vocabulary and Word 
~ecognition,n Reading in the Elementary School, Forty-eighth 
Yearbook, National Society for the Study of Education, 
Part II, University of Chicago Press, 1949, P• 172. 
2/National Council of Teachers of English, The English 
Language Arts, Dora v. Smith (Editor), Appleton•Century•Crofts, 
Inc., New York, 1952, P• s. 
9 
instruction are beat suited to vocabulary building or moat 
rewarding in measured results. 
Opinions of Relative Effectiveness of Methods of 
Vocabulary Instruction 
The present study is concerned with two methods of 
teaching vocabulary: (1) direct instruction in the recogni-
tion of synonyms and antonyms with the help of the dictionary; 
(2) instruction in the use of context clues to determine word 
meanings without the help of the dictionary. Therefore, only 
the opinions relating to these two methods of instruction will 
be included. 
Direct inatruction·-Very few writers were found who 
recommend direct instruction solely. Listing points in favor 
of various methods of learning word meanings, Thorndike!/ sum-
marizes the following in favor of teaching words in isolation: 
"(1} Systematic study at the points where lacks 
and deficiencies are greatest, and (2) efficiency 
through emphasis on typical important meanings of 
typical important words." 
In a study of opinions of the best methods of intro" 
ducing new WJrda, Addy.2/ tabulated the results of a question-
naire sent to teachers and supervisors of 250 demonstration 
l/Edward L. Thorndike, Improving the Abilitz To Read, Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New 
York, 1935, P• 11. 
2/Martha L. Addy, "Development of a Meaning Vocabulary in the 
Intermediate Grades," Elementary English Review, Volume 18, 
(January, 1941), PP• 22-26, 30. 
10 
schools attached to teachers' colleges. Although not con-
sidered the most effective method, the teaching of synonyms 
and antonyras was frequently mentioned. 
As a means of developing meaning vocabularies and testing 
knowledge of literal meaning, MeckeL!/ suggests the use of 
matching~word lists and multiple-choice lists without refer-
ence to context. 
The direct teaching of synonyms as a means of fostering 
vocabulary growth is reported in a study by Sachs·.Y In the 
72 secondary ... school textbooks surveyed by him in 1940 synonym 
study placed second in frequency. 
The direct teaching of antonyms is also recommended by 
some writers as a means of stimulating thought and encouraging 
variety of expression. Parkhurs~/ writes: 
"A study of antonyms is one of the most direct 
approaches to a more fluent and flexible vocabulary. 
The skillful use of such words gives variety, con-
trast, and originality to your speaking and writing." 
Contextual Method-~Teaching vocabulary by the contextual 
method and determining word meaning by the use of context 
clues are means suggested by several writers. 
YHenry c. Meckel, "Evaluating Growth in Reading," Reading 
in the High School and Colle~e, Forty-seventh Yearbook, 
National Society for the Stu y of Education, Part II, 
University of Chicago Press, 1948, P• 259. 
2/H. J. Sacha, "The Teaching of Vocabulary," Unpublished 
Doctor's Dissertation, George Peabody College for Teachers, 
Nashville, Tennessee, 1940. 
3/Charles c. Parkhurst and Alice Blais, Usin! Words Ef-
Tectivelj, Harper and Brothers, New York:-19 8, P• vii. 
11 
In disagreement with the practice of using word lists 
for vocabulary drill at the elementary level, McKee±/ com-
menta: 
"The fact that drill upon words isolated from 
context does not bring desired results indicates 
that all terms should be taught in contexts that 
enable the reader to derive the meanings intended." 
Reviewing the problems of vocabulary on the high school 
and college level 1 Stran~/ says: "It seems highly desirable 
that words should be studied in context and that an enriched 
vocabulary should be acquired in a natural . language setting." 
A publication of the National Council of Teachers of 
Englis~ for 1939 indicates that the contextual method of 
teaching enjoyed widespread acceptance at that time and 
recommends its continued use. 
Thorndike!/ summarizes the chief arguments in favor of 
learning word meanings by context as follows: 
17Paul McKee, "vocabulary Development," The Teaching of 
Readin£1 Thirty-sixth Yearbook, National Society for the Study 
of Eaucation, Part I 1 Public School Publishing Company, 
Bloomington, Illinois, 1937, p. 282. 
2/Ruth Strang, "Problems of Vocabulary," Problems in the 
Improvement of Reading in High School and College, Chapter III, 
Science Press Printing Company, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 
1938, p~ 84. 
3/National Council of Teachers of English, Conducting Ex-
periences in English, Angela M •. Broening (Chairman) 1 
Monograph Number 8, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 
1939 1 P• 139. 
4/Edward L. Thorndike, QQ.. Cit., p. 9. 
12 
"(1) The motivation that results from an immediate 
need to know the meaning of a word, (2) the ability 
to get fine shades of meaning revealed in different 
context, and (3) the integration of the word knowledge 
with related knowledge." 
In an article published in 1940 in which he reviews the 
. 1) 
methods of teaching vocabulary, Gray explains that the 
method most widely adopted is that of leading pupils to infer 
meaning from context. 
2/ 
Results of a questionnaire reported by Addy- show that 
teachers consider a study of the context, or noting the use 
of the word and the words surrounding it, s_ most effective 
way to determine meaning. 
ArtleyJ/ mentions several types of context clues found 
in reading material and adds: 
"though inference is most helpful in securing 
meaning, it is·. perhaps the least used. Hence the 
teacher should give it special attention •••• 
Children should form the habit of inferring the 
meanings of words as a time saver rather than 
referring to the dictionary." 
In an explanation of the means by which vocabulary may 
!/William S. Gray, 11 The Development of Meaning Vocabularies 
with Special Reference to Reading," Elementary English Review, 
Volume 17, (February, 1940), pp. 71-76. 
2/QE. Cit., PP• 22-24, 30. 
:J./A.. Sterl Artley, 11 Teaching Word-Meaning Through Context,n 
Elementary English Review, Volume 20, (February, 1943), p. 71. 
13 
be improved, McCullough~/ states: 
"Although the teaching of words in isolation 
is usually wasteful and inadequate, the value of 
direct, systematic, well-planned dr:1.11 on words 
in context selected from basic vocabulary lists 
has been frequently demonstrated." 
Mirr:ieleesY also recommends the use of con text clues 
in her advice to teachers: 
"It is well to remember that often one isolated 
word carries little meaning; hence place words in 
sentences, or better yet, paragraphs, and ask your 
pupils to illustrate new or confusing words in 
sentences." 
Discussing the process of learning from context, Hook3/ 
remarks: 
"The dictionary is valuable to verify a guess 
about a word or to define it when the meaning can-
not be obtained from the context. But anyone 
should attempt first to determine the meaning by 
noting the surroundings of the word. 
High-school students enjoy being 'word de-
tectives.' The teacher gives them sentences with 
one or more unfamiliar words, and is careful to 
include clues to their meanings." 
The use to which a pupil unconsciously puts the 
!/Constance M. McCullough, Ruth Strang, and Arthur Traxler, 
~Specific Reading Difficulties," Problems in the Improvement 
of Reading, McGraw .. Hill Book Company 1 Inc., New York, 1946, · 
P• 28o. 
5/Lucia B. Mirrielees, Teaching Composition and Literature, 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York, 1947, p. 151. 
3/J. N. Hook, The Teaching of Hi~h School English, The 
Ronald Press Company, New York, 950, P• 371. 
1/ 
contextual skill is mentioned by McCullough-: 
"As he gathers meaning along the page, he begins 
to anticipate the meaning of words to come. Some-
times he knows the meaning of a word even though he 
does not recognize its printed form and even though 
he has never seen or heard that particular word 
before. He has guessed it from context, and perhaps 
as much as one-third of the time he is right." 
Possibly it is the knowledge of this element of guess-
work that had led some writers to question , the reliability 
of the o on textual method. As BeeryY counsels: 
"This is a valuable technique which they [the 
pupils) will continue to find helpful throughout 
life. However, basing recognition on context 
clues alone without a check-up of word-form clues 
makes for careless, inaccurate readers. Therefore 
this method of getting new words must . be supplemented 
by other ways." 
Seegers~ also cautions against over-reliance upon 
context clues in developing word meaning: "Words can be 
learned or approached through context but there is danger in 
depending too much upon context." 
In a review of selected studies dealing with the 
development of vocabulary, Seegers!/ concludes: 
"These studies tend to confirm rather than 
!/Constance M. McCullough, "Word Analysis in the High School 
Program," The English Journal, Volume 41, (January, 1952), 
P• 15. 
2/Althea Beery, QE• Cit., p. 184 
3/J. Conrad Seegers, "Recent Research in Vocabulary De-
velopment," Elementary English Review, Volume 23 1 (February, 1946), p. 61. 
4/Ibid., P• 66. 
16 
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alter conclusions and suggestions of previous 
publications. In some pieces of research emphasis 
was placed on content for vocabulary development 
while others warned against too much reliance on 
context." 
However, LaBrant.!/ stresses the importance of context 
in her recent book. She advises that we consider: 
" ••••• how meanings are changed by the context--
the other words and often by the situation surrounding 
the word..... Failure to recognize differences due 
to changed context may be amusing ••••• When, however, 
the discussion is an important one, such shifts in 
meaning may be most serious if not recognized." 
General Experiments in Vocabulary Study 
Few of the experiments reviewed by the writer made 
comparisons between two different methods of vocabulary in-
struction. Most of the experiments reported the results of 
specific vocabulary training as opposed to incidental vo-
cabulary learning. However, since many of the latter vo-
cabulary experiments used either direct instruction or con-
textual method, those which have bearing upon the present 
study will be briefly described here. 
An experiment by Henmo~/ reported in 1921 paired a 
group of 54 high-school sophomores on the basis of general 
scholarship and background in Latin and French. After both 
1/Lou LaBrant, We Teach English, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
New York, 1951, PP• 45-46. 
2/J. c. Henmon, "An Experimental Study of the Value of Word 
Study," Journal of Educational Psychology, Volume 12, 
~ebruary, 1921), PP• 98-102. 
groups had been pre-tested in vocabulary and reading skills, 
the experimental group was given direct instruction in word 
study and word analysis for a period of twelve weeks. During 
this time the control group was given no specific vocabulary 
instruction. On a final test similar to the pre-test the re-
sults were statistically significant in favor of the .!3xperJ.-
mental group. 
In an experiment aimed at enlarging the vocabularies of 
college freshmen, EuriclJ:/ paired the members of experimental 
and control groups on the basis of vocabulary tests. The ex-
perimental group was then given vocabulary drills involving 
the study of 100 words weekly during the fall and winter 
terms, while the control group received no such instruction. 
During the spring term no special training was given to either 
group. At the end of each term the two groups took similar 
vocabulary tests. 
On the test at the end of the fall term the average gain 
for the experimental group was 140 words; the average control 
gain was only 20 words. Throughout the year the experimental 
group made significant gains over the control. 
Traxle~/ reports a study conducted on the junior-high-
school level in which all sub*freshmen and freshmen were given 
T/Alvin c. Eurich, "Enlarging Vocabularies, •The Journal of 
Higher Education, Volume 31 (June, 1932) 1 PP• 315~317. 
2/Arthur E. Traxler, "Improvement in Vocabulary Through Drill," 
~nglish Journal, Volume 27, (June, 1938) PP• 491~494. 
l l 
---- --
- --
a vocabulary test. Half the total group then received con-
textual instruction during a single class period in the mean-
ings of the tested words. Two months later on a re-test of 
the same words the experimental group of sub-freshmen showed 
a gain of 5.4 per cent. Freshmen tests evidenced similar 
findings. Traxlerl/ concluded that vocabulary drill resulted 
in the permanent knowledge of many words. 
In his classes of college seniors Curo~/ devoted three 
minutes a day during one semester for focal treatment of 59 
selected words which had proved troublesome to students. At 
the close of the semester an objective test to measure vocab-
ulary enrichment of the selected words was administered to the 
experimental group and to a control group that had received no 
instruction . The average of the practised group was 70 per 
cent ., while that of the control group was only 43.75 per cent. 
A method of fostering vocabulary growth on the college-
freshman level wa~ reported by Johns~ from the University of 
Nebraska. His freshmen classes were given a series of 10-word 
vocabulary lessons to accompany the reading material they were 
l/Ibid • ., P• 494 
2/Philip R. v. Curoe., "An Experiment in Enriching the Active 
Vocabularies of College Seniors," School and Society, 
Volume 49, (April 15., 1939), pp. 522-524. 
3/Walter Burchard Johns, "Growth of Vocabulary Among 
University Students with Some Consideration of Methods of 
Fostering It," Journal of Experimental Education, Volume 8, 
(September, 1939), PP• 89-102. -
18 
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studying. They wrote definitions for the words, which were 
corrected and returned to them. At the end of the semester 
they were tested on the studied words. The average of this 
experimental group was 42.5 words correct. The freshman 
classes of the succeeding year who covered the same reading 
material without vocabulary work were given the same vocabu-
lary test. Their average was only 20.67 words correct. 
In a later experiment Bernardl/ administered the Inglis 
Vocabulary Teat to college freshmen. Those scoring below the 
teat median were required to list from reading in any and all 
college courses a specified number of words weekly according 
to their scores on the test. The experimental group was 
given additional help in defining words on individual lists 
and in using the words in context. The control group was 
given no special instruction on the individual word lists. 
When Form B of the Inglis Vocabulary Test was admin-
istered six weeks later1 the experimental group gained 14.2 
words; the control group, 6 words. Noting that the experi-
mental group made more than twice the gain of the control, 
. 2/ Bernard- concludes: 11Students who give vocabulary specific 
attention may gain about twice as rapidly as those whose 
vocabulary growth is incidental." 
I7Barold w. Bernard, "An Experiment in Vocabulary Building~" 
School and Society, Volume 531 (June 71 1941) 1 pp. 742-743. 
2/Ibid., P• 743. 
19 
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To test the assumption that wide reading alone will 
result in an extensive vocabulary, Sacha!/ gave an entering 
class of college freshmen a mul tiple ... choice vocabulary test. 
This was composed of the 25 words w~ich occurred most fre-
quently in the textbooks of literature that ninety-five per-
cent had read during high school. 
The results showed no significant correlation between 
frequency of words and percentage of correct responses. 
Although the results did not imply that contextual word 
meanings are valueless or that wide reading does not broaden 
vocabulary, Sach~/ comments: 
"They definitely show the limitations of 
the reading method of improving vocabulary and 
the need for experimentation to compare this 
method with other methods." 
Evidence that direct instruction in the teaching of 
vocabulary will result in significant gains is offered by 
Miles.~ She administered Form A of the In8lis Vocabulary 
Test to 50 high-school sophomores i n October. Since the 
median of the group was below that of ninth grade, a semester 
was devoted to direct instructi on on the tested words and 
other useful words. Thirty minutes a day were set aside for 
1/H. J. Sachs, "The Reading Method of Acquiring Vocabulary," 
Journal of Educational Research, Volume 36 1 (February, 1943), 
PP• 457-464. 
_Y.Ibid., P• 464. 
3/Isadora w. Miles, "An Experiment in Vocabulary Building in 
a High School," School and Society~ Volume 61, (April 281 
1945), PP• 285-285. 
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such training during the first week; ten minutes a day were 
set aside during the remainder of the semester. At the be-
ginning of the second semester in January, when the group was 
re-tested on Form B of the Inglis Vocabulary Test, the median 
of 73.5 showed a gain of two years. 
No further direct vocabulary training was attempted. 
Two and a half years later when the remaining members of the 
original group were seniors, they were again tested on Form A. 
The median of 70 showed a loss of only 3.5 words in spite of 
the intervening time. Form A was also administered to a 
matched group of seniors who had had no direct vocabulary 
teaching. The median for this group was 571 six points below 
the tenth-grade median. 
According to Miles,l/ the extent of gain and degree of 
retention evidenced by the study would warrant further ex-
perimentation in the field of vocabulary. 
The experiments cited thus far have shoVled that direct 
teaching of specific words will result in significant gains 
in the knowledge of those words. The writer now turns to 
those few experiments which compar e two or more methods of 
vocabulary instruction in an attempt to determine the most 
effective method. 
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ExPeriments Pertaini ng to Direct Instv.uction 
and Contextual Method 
An e arly study reported by Dawl/ examined the effect of 
direct teaching upon vocabulary growth in the junior-hi gh-
school. The two methods compared were direct instruction in 
word meaning and the natural, or incidental, fuethod. Classes 
studying the same material were divided int o two groups, 
experj.mental and control. The experimental g roup was g iven 
daily class instruction in the meanings of words selected from 
the reading material. The control groups acquired meaning only 
through meeting the words in context . No specific help was 
given this group. At the completion of the unit the control 
group had made little or no ga in in word knowledge, while the 
experiment a l g roup had made a gain of more than 60 per cent. 
A comparison of teaching words in isolation and words 
in c ont ext wa s made by Eurich2~ Only one group of colle ge 
students was used for this experiment. For a period of 22 
days, the first three mi nutes of each class period were used 
for a multiple-choice vocabulary e xercise of 25 words chosen 
from required reading assignments . During the first 11 days 
each key word was presented in isolation; during the second 
11 days each key word was presented in a phrase taken from the 
17Seward E. Daw, "The Effect of Direct Teaching upon Vocabulary 
Growth in Junior Hi g h School, "Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
University of Chic a go, Ch icago, Illinois, 1927 • 
.?_/Alvin C. Eurich, "An Experimental Study," The Reading 
~bilities of College s tudents, The University of Mjnnesota 
Press, Mi nneapolis, Minnesota, 1931, pp . 85-86. 
context. A total of 550 words was studied. 
Although statistical results were not reported, students 
made rewarding gains on a final test of the selected words. 
Neither method appeared superior, and there was no transfer 
in gain in a general vocabulary test. 
Newburn!/ also compared the contextual method of vocab-
ulary development with the practice of presenting words in 
isolatiog. He divided his 357 high-school students into 
three groups, two experimental and one control. 
The first experimental group was given a series of 25 
fifteen-minute daily drills on the meanings of five words 
that appeared in the basic reading assignment. The second 
experimental group followed a similar procedure except that 
the words taught were not found in the context. The control 
group received no drill in vocabulary. 
Newbur~/ found the following to be true: (1) larger 
gains were obtained in vocabulary when special drill was 
given; (2) drill upon meanings in context did not prove 
superior to drill upon words in isolation; (3) drill in 
vocabulary resulted in greater gains for students of lower 
mentality than for students of higher mentality. 
lJHarry K. Newburn, "The Relative Effect of Two Methods of 
Vocabulary Drill on Achievement in American History," 
Studies in Education, Number 272, University of Iowa, Iowa 
city, Iowa, (April, 1934), PP• 9·30. 
2/Ibid., PP• 9•30. 
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Among the most extensive experiments was that conducted 
by Gray and Holmea!/ in which they determined the relative 
merits of (1) vocabulary growth through wide reading and 
(2) vocabulary growth through specific instruction in word 
meaning. The study was carried on with fourth-grade pupils 
during a school year. Two groups, experimental and control, 
were equated on the basis of mental age and a general vo-
cabulary test. The experimental group was further divided 
into two sections: higher initial scorers on the general 
vocabulary test and lower initial scorers. 
All factors were held constant during the experiment 
with the following exceptions: the control group received 
no specific vocabulary help unless individual members asked 
for it; the experimental groups received specific vocabulary 
instruction during each reading period; time devoted to 
vocabulary training in the experimental groups was used for 
wide reading in the control group. 
At the conclusion of the experiment a 100-word vo-
cabulary test was administered to all. The results in terms 
of growth in word meanings were significantly in favor of 
the two experimental groups, the greatest gains being made 
by lower initial scorers. The added use of context clues 
1/William s. Gray and Eleanor Holmes, "The Development of 
Meaning Vocabulary in Reading," Publications of the 
Laboratory Schools, Number 6 1 University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, Illinois, 1938. 
in the vocabulary instruction for the lower initial scorers 
group was said to be the chief factor in gains made. The 
control group gained 13.6 per cent in vocabulary; the ex-
perimental group of higher initial scorers gained 23.7 per 
cent; the experimental group of lower initial scorers gained 
42.6 per cent. 
Gray and Holmea!/concluded that the evidence clearly 
demonstrated the necessity for the direct teaching of word 
meaning: "The direct method is far more effective than the 
incidental in improving the pupil's comprehension of what 
is read.• 
In a study closely related to that conducted by the 
writer, Jenkin~ attempted to determine the relative ef-
fectiveness of four methods of vocabulary study. She di-
vided her s-eventh-grade classes into five groups: one control 
and four experimental. The Iowa Silent Reading Test was ad-
ministered to all groups. Then for a period of 14 weeks all 
classes were given the same reading material and guidance 
with the exception of vocabulary training. 
The control group received no vocabulary training; El 
used a reading workbook; E2 kept individual word cards of 
unknown words with contextual meanings and did dictionary 
Yibld., P• 76. 
2/Marguerite Jenkins, "vocabulary Development: A Reading 
~periment in Seventh Grade English," Peabodt Journal of 
Education, Volume 19, (May, 1942), PP• 347-3~. 
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drills; E3 studied synonyms and antonyms, did dictionary work, 
and k e pt a vocabu lary notebook; E4 studied examples of words 
in context and analyzed words by breaking them into component 
parts. 
Roth vocabu lary tests of the studied words and the Iowa 
Silent Reading Tests were given before and after the study. 
In eight months the improvement in reading comprehension was 
as follows: 
Control C-roup • • • • • • • 8 months 
El. 9 " .. • • • • • • • • • • • 
E2. .13 II • • • • • • • • • • • 
E3. 15 tl • • • • • • • • • • • 
E4. 10 II • • • • • • • • • • • 
Je nkinsl/ concluded that systematic vocabulary study 
improved general vocabulary and that the procedu re for E3, 
the study of synonyms and antonJ@S with dictionary work and 
the keeping of a vocabula ry notebook, seemed best for a gro~ 
with varied reading achievement. Tne use of individual word 
cards containing contextual examples resulted in sj_ gnificant 
gains for E2, a group with inferior reaching achievement. 
In an unusual experiment with two matched groups of 
colle ge students, Morgan and Bailey2/ found that context had 
11Ib1d., pp. 356-351. 
2/C.L. Morgan and w. L. Ba iley, "The Effect of C0 ntext on 
Learning a Vocabulary, " Journal of E 0ucational Psychology, 
Volume 34, 1943, pp. 561-565. 
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no significant effect upon learning a vocabulary. 
They constructed an artificial vocabulary of 114 words 
based upon a French story and prepared a dictionary giving 
the English equivalents of the artificial words. Both groups 
translated the vocabulary with the use of the dictionary • 
. 
The control group (so-called) translated the words without 
any contextual help. The experimental group translated the 
words with contextual help since the words were presented in 
story form. 
Tests were administered for immediate and for delayed 
recall. Although the critical ratios of the tests were in 
favor of the control group, Morgan and Baileyll concluded: 
"The presence ·or absence of context did not make for a 
statistically significant difference •••• It should possibly 
be further suggested that presence of context may lead the 
learner to guess the meanings of words and not verify his 
guesses." 
Conclusions With Implications for Present Study 
From the studies of vocabulary instruction reviewed by 
the writer these conclusions may be drawn: {1} knowledge of 
word meanings will show significant gain if specific instruc-
tion in word meanings is given; {2) one method of specific 
vocabulary instruction does not appear to be significantly 
better than any other method of specific vocabulary 
I/ Ibid. ·, P• 565. 
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instruction. 
Since the studies did not determine conclusively the 
relative effectiveness of methods of teaching vocabulary, 
several of those who conducted experiments urged that further 
experimentation be continued. As JenkinsY stated: 
"Further research in experimental 
classroom teaching is needed to 
determine what methods of vocabulary 
instruction are superior." 
Therefore, it seemed reasonable to assume that the 
findings of the present study would throw further light on 
the problem of determining effective methods for the teaching 
of vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF' THE EXPERIMENT 
This chapter will describe the plan of the experiment 
under the following headings: (1) general plan; {2) con-
struction of vocabulary test; (3) construction of lesson 
plans; (4) selection of experimental groups; (5) method of 
conducting experiment. 
General Plan 
1. Matching of two experimental groups according to the otis 
Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test!/. 
2, 100-word vocabulary test prepared by the writer admin-
istered to both groups as a Pretest. 
3. Introduction of experimental teaching in both groups for 
15 minutes daily for a period of 11 days. 
4. Same lOO•word vocabulary test administered to both groups 
a s a Final Test. 
5. Period of six months of no specific teaching of the experi-
mental factor to either group. 
6. Same 100-word vocabulary test administered to both groups 
as a Delayed Recall Test. 
1/Arthur s. 
~orm, World 
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Construction of 100-Word Vocabulary Test 
The writer attempted to conduct an experiment that would 
relate to pupils' reading assignments and aid them in reading 
comprehension. Therefore, the lOO~word vocabulary was drawn 
from the text of Ivanhoe by Sir Walter Scott, which was re-
quired reading. 
To provide for individual differences in reading ability, 
the following school editions were used: 
1. Walter· Scott, Ivanhoe, Mabel Dodge Holmes Adapted 
Edition, Globe Book Company, New York, 1943. 
2. Walter Sc~tt, Ivanhoe, Prose and Poetry Individualized 
Program Edition, L. w. Singer Company, Syracuse, 
New York, 1942. 
The words chosen for difficulty and for the purpose of 
the experiment were common to both editions. 
Table 1 lists in alphabetical order the words chosen. 
absolve 
antagonist 
assailants 
besiege 
bier 
blunt 
bondage 
TABLE 1 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF 100 WORDS 
FROM IVANHOE USED IN TilE EXPERIMENT 
despondent imposter pious 
detest impudence prudent 
disdain indifference rash 
dismal indolent rebuke 
endow infidel reluctant 
enterprising insolence renounce 
entreat intercede repent 
(concluded on next page} 
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Table 1. {concluded) 
booty faggots intruder repulse 
bountiful feats irritably resentment 
brandish fickle lamentation resolute 
brawny flay lineage revel 
brutality foil litter russet 
chivalrous foolhardy luxurious scornfully 
churls gage malice scroll 
clamor gentry meditate singular 
compassion grange melee sluggard 
composure haughtiness minstrel sorceress 
cordial heritage mortification stolid 
courtier homage mute superstitious 
cowl hospitality oppressor trivial 
crafty humility outwork tumult 
craven hurly-burly parapet turret 
degraded impartiality partisans valor 
delusion impede precaution vanquish 
despoil implore precedence yeoman 
Two factors entered into the choice of the 100 words: 
(1) the frequency of the words according to the Thorndike-
Large Word Boo~1/; (2) the importance of the words as aids 
in comprehension of the story. No word was chosen which ac~ 
cording to the Thorndike List occurred more than 15 times per 'I 
million words. Most of the words selected occurred fewer than I 
10 times per million words and could, therefore, be considered 
difficult. The word hurly•burly which was chosen occurred 
only once per four million words. 
, !/Thorndike and Lorge, Op. £!!• 
=- ---- ----- --:.=-~- -"""' 
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Table 2 presents the 100 words arranged in order of fre-
quency according to the Thorndike Word List. 
TABLE 2 
FREQUENCY LISTING ACCORDING TO THORNDIKE WORD 
LIST OF 100 WORDS FROM IVANHOE 
Word Occurrences per 
Million Vlords 
hurly-burly 0 
irritably 1 
foolhardy 1 
churl 1 
melee 1 
sluggard 1 
brawny 1 
haughtiness 1 
stolid 1 
outwork 1 
impartiality 1 
despondent 1 
intercede 1 
sorceress 1 
morti fication 2 
precedence 2 
bountiful 2 
impudence 2 
flay 2 
lineage 2 
gage 2 
faggots 2 
d espoil 2 
insolence 3 
infidel 3 
imposter 3 
oppressor 3 
indolent 3 
craven 3 
brutality 3 
impede 3 
Word Occurrences per 
Million Words 
russet 4 
chivalrous 4 
enterprising 4 
parapet 4 
brandish 4 
bier 4 
tumult 4 
absolve 4 
gentry 5 
composure 5 
grange 5 
bondage 5 
cowl 5 
booty 5 
delusion 5 
SCPOll 5 
scornfully 6 
vanquish 6 
crafty 6 
fickle 6 
prudent 6 
detest 6 
superstitious 6 
intruder 6 
assailants 6 
turre t 6 
repulse 6 
reluctant 6 
foil 7 
humility 8 
antagonist 8 
(concluded on next page) 
---: 
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3.3 
Table 2. (concluded) 
-----------
Word Occurrences per Word Occurrences per 
Million Words Million Words 
---
valor 8 malice 10 
degraded 8 homage 10 
heritage 8 mute 11 
trivial 8 yeoman 11 
lamentation 8 besiege 11 
renounce 8 tumult 11 
resolute 8 resentment 12 
luxurious 9 litter 12 
partisans 9 pious 12 
revel 9 singular 12 
compassion 9 endow 12 
entreat 9 feats 13 
med:Itate 9 indifference 13 
rash 9 precaution 13 
rebuke 10 hospitality 13 
disdain 10 dismal 13 
courtier 10 clamor 14 
implore 10 cordial 15 
minstrel 10 repent 15 
In order to obtain an estimate of the difficulty of the 
selected words 1 they were then arranged in groups according 
to the number of occurrences per million words. 
Table 3 shows the groupings of the 100 words in order of 
occur~ence as listed by Thorndike. 
TABLE 3 
OCCURRENCES PER MILLION WORDS ACCORDING TO 
THE THORNDIKE WORD LIST 
- -
Number of Words occurrences per Million Words 
_ ..... 
-
1 None 
13 Once 
10 Twice 
7 Three times 
7 Four H 
8 Five n 
10 Six " 1 Seven n 
11 Eight n 
8 Nine " 
7 Ten 11 
4 Eleven " 
5 Twelve It 
5 Thirteen II 
1 Fourteen " 2 Fifteen " 
100 Total 
' 
I 
I 
Using the 100 words selected, the writer constructed a 
vocabulary test of the multiple-choice type and a work sheet 
to accompany the test!1. For each tested word four choices 
were listed. In many instances these choices included the 
T/See Appendix A1 pp. 50- 63. 
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following: an antonym, distractors in the form of words 
somewhat resembling the tested word or vaguely rela ted to the 
tested word, and a true synonym. Only one form of this test 
wa s constructed. It was given as a Pretest, Final Test, and 
Delayed Recall Test. 
Construction of Lesson Plans 
The 100 words were then arranged in order of their ap-
pearance in the text and divided into groups of ten for the 
purpose of instruction. To each group of ten, one word was 
added to be used as a sample word in the explanation of t he 
l e s son. 
Table 4 lists the 100 words arranged in groups of ten 
as they were presented in vocabulary lessons. 
TABLE 4 
100 WORDS F'ROM IVANHOE ARRANGED AS 
PRESENTED IN VOCABULARY LESSONS 
First Lesson Second Lesson Third Les s on 
Sample: vanity Sample: liberal Sample: knave 
1. luxurious 1. rebuke 1. yeoman 
2. irritably 2. insolence 2. resentment 
3. humility 3. antagonist 3. melee 
4. s cornfully 4. feats 4. partisans 
5. foolhardy 5. valor 5. sluggard 
6. hurly-burly 6. mute 6. indifference 
7. russet 7. i nfidel 7. mortification 
8. gentry 8. disdain 8 . courtier 
9. cordial 9. vanquish 9 . composure 
10. churls 10. crafty 10 . precaution 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. (concluded) 
Fourth Lesson 
Sample: bewildered 
1. chivalrous 
2. ·fickle 
3. impostor 
4.ebrawny · 
s • . revel 
6. precedence 
7. prudent 
a~' h~spi tali ty 
9. ppuntiful 
1~. enterprising 
Seventh Lesson 
Samp!Elt . ·penitent 
1:. malice 
· 2 • degraded 
3~· bondage 
· -4. - repent 
s. · heritage 
.6. besiege 
-7. flay 
a·. stelid 
. 9. lineage 
10. cowl 
Fifth Lesson 
Sample: mummery 
1. detest 
2. implore 
3. compassion 
4. oppr~ssor 
5. dismal 
6. entreat 
7. meditate 
a. superstitious 
9. litter 
10. indolent 
Eightli Lesson 
· sample: . blench 
1. assailants -
2. · outwork 
3. craven 
4. turret 
5. brandish 
6. booty 
7. impartiality 
a. despondent 
9. intercede 
10. singular 
Tenth 'Lesson 
-- '::.-:::-__ ..= ___ -=..;,__ -
Sixth Lesson 
Sample: friar 
~ 1. grange 
2. haughtiness 
3. foil 
4. parapet 
s. rash 
6. clamor 
7. impudence 
a. pious 
9. intruder 
10. minstrel 
Ninth Lesson 
Sample: · contending 
! •. sorceress 
2. 1 delusion 
3. trivial 
4. gage 
5. lamentation 
6. repulse 
7. reluctant 
a. scroll 
9. brutality 
10. renounce 
Sampl~: ·obstacle :1 
1. bier 
2. endow 
3. homage 
4. faggots 
, 5. resolute 
6. despoil 
7. blunt 
' a. impede 
9. tumult 
10. absolve 
The purpose of the experiment was to determine the rela~ 
tive effectiveness of two methods of teaching vocabulary: 
contextual method and direct instruction. The experiment was 
conducted simultaneously with the reading of the text by the 
pupils. The writer, therefore, constructed two complete sets 
of ten vocabulary lessons using the 100 selected words in 
order of their appearance in the story. One set was marked A, 
the other ~· Throughout the A set of ten lessons, the wor~s 
-
•ere presented in context; throughout the ~ set, the words 
were presented directly by means of synonyms and antonyms!/. 
The writer also constructed an additional lessons for each 
method ot · vocabulary instruction. This lesson which served 
as introductory work•out to acquaint pupils with the nature 
of the experiment included words from the text other than 
the 100 se,lected words. These introductory lessons are also 
included in Appendix B. 
Selecti-on of Experimental . Groups 
In ·tni~ experiment·· four nlnth•grade · college-preparatory 
English ·· classes c-omposed · of pupi~s ranging in abil.i ty from 
1 below average to superior were .us·ed. Two ot these classes# 
known as Group I, attended a junior high school in one area 
of the community. The writer taught ·Group I the 100-word 
vocabulary by the contextual method. The other two classe~ 
!/See Appendix B, np. . 64-88. 
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known as Group II, attended a junior high school in another 
area or the same community. Group II was taught the 100-word 
vocabulary by means of direct instruction. A fellow teacher 
administered to Group II the lessons which had been prepared 
by the writer. 
Since the community is a residential one, populated by 
families of average to above-average income, the socio .. economic 
backgrounds of the pupils were similar. 
A total of 116 pupils took part in the experiment, 55 of 
whom were taught by the writer and 61 of whom were taught by 
the other instructor using lesson plans prepared by the writer. 
Because of pupil absences and the necessity for equating the 
groups, some cases were dropped from the computations. In -the 
tinal computation 50 cases from Group I and 50 from Group II 
were selected to be matched as closely as possible on the 
basis of sex, chronological age, and intelligence quotient. 
A more detailed explanation of the matching of the groups 
is given in Chapter IV. A control group was not used for the 
purpose of this experiment. 
Method of Conducting Experiment 
The vocabulary experiment was conducted simultaneously 
in the two schools of the community for a period of 13 days. 
During this time Gr'oup I was taught a lOO•word vocabulary by 
the · contextual method·; Group II was taught · the same vocabulary · 
by means of direct instruction in the use of synonyms and 
antonyms with the help of the dictionary. 
On the first day the lOO•word Pretest of a multiple-
choice type was given. The time allotment for the test was 
30 minutes. On the second day .a preliminary vocabulary lesson 
using words from the text other than those included in the 
100-word vocabulary was taught. Its purpose was to acquaint 
pupils with the experimental procedure. 
For the next ten days a . l5-minute vocabulary lesson of 
10 words was presented at the beginning of each class period. 
The lessons were self-explanatory so that no active teaching 
was necessary on the part of the teacher except for checking 
correct answers with the class during the last few minutes of 
the lesson. Each daily lesson was completed and corrected 
during the time allotted. In order that pupils might recog-
nize their own errors, they corrected their own papers. 
On the thirteenth day the same form of the 100-word Pre-
test was administered for 30 minutes as the Final Test. 
For a period of six months following the close of the 
experiment there was no specific teaching of the 100-word 
vocabulary. At the end of six months the same form of the 
test was again administered for 30 minutes as a Delayed Re• 
call Test to determine the retention of studied words. 
All answer sheets for the three forms of the lOO•word 
vocabulary test were corrected by the writer. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF !)ATA 
The data were analyzed in or_der to compare the results 
of teaching specific vocabulary words by two different methods 
to two roughly-equated experimental groups. Group I was 
taught by the contextual method; Group II was taught by di-
rect instruction . 
In order to make such comparisons it was necessary to 
determine which differences were significant. The writer 
selected the established criterion of 2.576, or the one per 
cent level of significance, as the level at which differences 
would be considered statistically significant. At this level 
one can be confident that there is only one chance out of one 
hundred that the critical ratio does not represent a true dif-
ference.l/ In other words, one can be reasonably certain that 
the difference is a true one. 
Matching of Groups 
A total of 116 pupils took part in the exper~ment, 55 in 
Experimental Group I and 61 in Experimental Group II. How-
ever, because of absences, data were not complete on all 
1JE. F. Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1942, pp. 106-110. 
4o 
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pupils, and such cases were dropped rrom the computations . 
An errort was made to match the t1-1o groups on the basis 
or sex, chronological age, and intelligence quotient. Because 
or this a rew additional cases were dropped rrom the compu-
tations. The resulting total in each group was 50, with 29 
girl s and 21 boys . 
As can be seen by Table 5, Group I has a slight advan-
tage in chronological age and intelligence quotient over 
Group II. 
TABLE 5 
DATE USED AS BASIS FOR EQUATING GROUPS 
Variable Group I Group II Difference 
Sex Boys 29 29 
Girls 21 21 
C.A.Y He an 171.50 171.34 .16 s. D. 5 .52 5 . 42 .10 
I.Q.Y He an 113.58 113.50 .os S. D. 9 .04 9 . 94 .90 
l/Chrono1ogical Age as or January 1, 1951. 
2/Intelligence Quotient as or January 1, 1951, as shown by 
The Otis Quick Scoring Tegt of I'1ental Abilities , Beta Form, 
World Book Company, Yonkers, New York, 1937. 
J~. l 
Results of Vocabulary Testing 
The vocabulary testl/ contained 100 items and was scored 
by counting the number correct . It was administered before 
and immediately after the period of experimental teaching. 
After a period of six months without further teaching of the 
tested words , the same form was again administered to obtain 
results of delayed recall. 
The vocabulary test, used three t imes, will be referred 
to, respectively, as the Pretest , Final Test, and Delayed 
Recall Test . 
Table 6 shows the comparison of Pretest and Final Test 
scores . 
pro up Test 
I Pre. 
II Pre . 
I Fin. 
II Fin. 
TABLE 6 
COMPARISON OF PRETEST AND FINAL TEST 
SCORES }ffiDE BY GROUP I AND GROUP II 
No. Nean S.D . S.E.m Diff.m 
50 64.10 14·34 2.05 
.62 
5o 63.48 14. 34 2.05 
50 85.44 8.85 1.26 
50 82.98 10.41 
2 .46 
1.49 
ycopy in Appendix, JJ.P . · 59-63. 
s . E.d c.R. 
2. 89 .21 
1.95 1 . 26 
The mean score of Group I on the Pretest was 64.10 which 
was compared with the Group II mean score of 63 .48 . A criti-
cal ratio or . 21 indicates that at the beginni ng of the ex-
periment the two groups did not differ significantly in the 
kno*-ledge of words which were to be taught. 
On the Final Test the mean score of Group I was 85 .44 
as compared with 82 . 98 , the mean score of Group II . The 
critical ratio of 1 . 26 indicates that the difference , al-
though in favor of Group I , is not statistically significant . 
Measured by this test , the results obtained by the con-
textual method of teaching vocabulary , although s omewhat 
higher , were not significantly higher than the results ob-
tained by direct instr uction . 
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Table 7 compares the results of the Pretest and the 
Final Test to .show the gains Groups I and II each made bn the 
Final Test. 
Group Test 
I Pre. 
. I Fin • 
II Pre. 
II Fin, 
TABLE 7 
GAINS MADE BY GROUPS I AND II 
ON FINAL TEST 
No. Mean S. D. S.E.m Diff.m 
5o 64.10 14.34 2.05 
21.34 
50 85 .~.L~ 8.85 1.26 
50 63.48 14.34 2.05 
19.50 
50 82.98 10.41 1.49 
s.E.d C .R. 
2.41 8.85 
2.53 7 . 71 
On the Pretest the mean score of. Group I was 64.10, and 
on the Final Test its mean score was 85.44, showing a gain of 
21.34. The critical ratio of 8.85 is statistically signifi-
cant. Therefore, Group I improved significantly in knowledge 
of studied words during the period of experimentation. 
The mean score of Group II on the Pretest was 63.48 and 
on the Final Test 82.98, showing a gain of 19.50. The critical 
ratio of 7.71 is statistically significant. Therefore, Group 
II also improved significantly in knowledge of studied words 
during the period of experimentation. 
Table 8 shows the statistical comparison of gains made 
by Groups I and II on the final form of the vocabulary test. 
Group 
I 
II 
TABLE 8 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY 
GROUPS I AND II ON FINAL TEST 
Gain s. E. gain Diff. 
21.34 2.41 
- 1.84 
19.50 2.53 
s. Ea 
3.49 
Group I made a slightly greater gain than Group II; 
however, the critical ratio of .53 is not statistically 
significant. 
C.R. 
.53 
Measured by this experiment, therefore, the contextual 
method of vocabulary instruction did not result in a gain 
significantly higher than that obtained by direct instruction. 
Six months after the close of experimental teaching the 
same test was given to determine the extent of Delayed Recall. 
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Table 9 shows a comparison of s.cores made by Groups I and 
II on the Delayed Recall Test. 
Group Test 
I Del. Rec. 
II Del .• Rec. 
TABLE 9 
COMPARISON OF DELAYED RECALL SCORES 
MADE BY GROUP I AND GROUP II 
No. Mean s. D. S.E.m Diff.m 
50 81.48 9.69 1.38 
1.78 
50 79.70 11.52 1.65 
s.E.d C.R. 
2.15 .83 
The mean score of Group I was 81.48 which was compared 
with the Group II mean score of 79.70. 
Group I made a slightly higher score 1 but the critical 
ratio of .83 is not statistically significant. 
The scores obtained by both groups on the Pretes t were 
then compared with scores obtained on the Delayed Recall Test. 
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Group 
I 
I 
II 
II 
Table 10 shows the gains made by Groups I and II. 
TABLE 10 
GAINS MADE BY GROUPS I AND II ON DELAYED 
RECALL TEST COMPARED WITH PRETEST 
Test No. Mean s. D. S.E.m Diff.m 
Pre. 50 64.10 14.34 2.05 
17.38 
Del 50 81.48 9.69 1.38 Rec. 
Pre. 50 63.48 14.34 2.05 
16.22 
Del. 50 79.70 11.52 1.65 Rec. 
S.E.d 
2.47 
2.63 
C.R. 
7.04 
6.17 
On the Pretest the mean score for Group I was 64.10, and 
on the Delayed Recall Test its mean score was 81.48. The 
critical ratio of 7.04 is statistically significant. Therefore, 
Group I showed significant retention in knowledge of tested 
words six months after the close of the experiment. 
The ·mean score for Group II on the Pretest was 63.48 and 
on the Delayed Recall Test 79.70. The critical ratio for 
Group II of 6.17 is significant. Group II also showed signif-
icant retention in knowledge of tested words six months after 
the close of the experiment. 
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Table 11 compares the gains made by Groups I and II on 
the Delayed Recall Test over the Pretest. 
Group 
I 
II 
TABLE 11 
COMPARISON OF GAINS MADE BY GROUPS I AND II 
ON DELAYED RECALL TEST OVER PRETEST 
Gain s. E. I Diff. s. Ea gain 
17.38 2.47 
1.16 3.61 
16.22 2.63 
C.R. 
.32 
The gain of 17.38 made by Group I was compared with the 
gain of 16.22 made by Group II. 
Group I made a slightly greater gain in word retention 
between the Pretest and the Delayed Recall Test than did 
Group II. However, the critical ratio of .32 is not statisti-
cally significant. Hence, we cannot assume that word retention 
resulting from the contextual method of vocabulary instruction 
was significantly greater than word retention resulting from 
direct instruction. 
A comparison was then made of the per cent of loss in 
retention of word meanings of the tested words for both groups, 
between the Final Test and the Delayed Recall Test. 
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Group 
I 
I 
II 
II 
Table 12 shows the extent of losses for Groups I and II. 
Test 
Fin. 
Del. 
Rec. 
Fin. 
Del. 
Rec. 
TABLE 12 
LOSSES OF GROUPS I AND II ON DELAYED 
RECALL TEST COMPARED WITH FINAL TEST 
No. Mean s. D. s. E. Diff!h m 
·-
50 85.44 8.85 1.26 
-3.96 
50 81.48 9.69 1.38 
50 82.98 10.41 1.49 
-3.28 
50 79.70 11.52 1.65 
s.E~ C.R. 
1.87 2.u: 
2.22 1.4E 
On the Final Test the mean score for Group I was 85.44; 
on the Delayed Recall Test the mean score was 81.48. This 
group suffered a loss of •3.96 in word retention. Although 
the critical ratio of 2 . 12 is high, it is not statistically 
significant. 
The mean score for Group II on the Final Test was 82.98; 
on the Delayed Recall Test the mean was 79.70. The group 
suffered a loss of -3.28, but the critical ratio of 1.48 is 
not statistical ly significant. 
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Table 13 shows a comparison of the losses for Groups I 
and II between the Final Test and the Delayed Recall . Test. 
TABLE 13 
COMPARISON OF LOSSES OF GROUPS I AND II 
BETV/EEN FINAL TEST AND DELAYED RECALL TEST 
Group Loss s. E. Diff. s. E. c. R. 
gain d 
I 3.96 1.87 
.68 2.90 .23 
II 3.28 2.22 
The Group I loss of -3.96 was compared with the Group II 
loss of -3.28. Group I suffered a slightly greater loss than 
Group II; however., the critical ratio of .23 is not statis-
tically significant. 
Therefore, we cannot assume that word retention resulting 
from direct vocabulary instruction in the experiment was 
significantly greater than word retention resulting from the 
contextual method of instruction. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this st~dy was to record all pertinent 
data related to an experiment which attempted to measure the 
relative effectiveness of two methods of vocabulary instruc-
tion: the contextual method and direct instruction. 
Two roughly-equated groups of 50 pupils each were used. 
One experimental group (Group I) was taught a lOO•word vo-
cabulary by the contextual method; a second experimental group 
(Group II) was taught the same vocabulary by direct instruc-
tion. 
Both groups were a·llotted 15 minutes per day for a period 
of eleven days for the completion· of vocabulary lessons prEl-
pared by the writer. A vocabulary test of the 100 words 
taught during the experiment was given to both groups before 
and after the experiment·al teaching to determine gains in know-
ledge of words studied and ·to· compare ·the · relative ef'fective• 
ness of two method-s of voca·bulary·· instructi·on. The same form 
of the vocabular,. test was also ·given t ·o ·both groups six 
months after· the cl.o·se of experimental ·teaching to determine 
whether or not the studied words were still remembered. This 
100-word vocabulary test, used three times, was referred to 
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respectivel~ as Pretest, Final Test, and Delayed Recall Test. 
The ~orego1ng analysis of the data can be summarized as 
follows: 
Group I, taught by·, the contextual method, made signi.f1cant 
gains in the knowledge of words studied during the period of 
experimentation. The critical ratio of 8.85 is statistically 
significant. 
Group II, taught by direct instruction, made significant 
gains in the knowledge of words studied during the period of 
experimen~ation. The critical ratio of 7.71 is statistically 
significant. 
Group I {Contextual) as a whole made a greater gain be-
tween the Pretest and the Final Test than did Group II (Di-
rect Instruction·). A comparison of scores in the Final Test 
reveals a critical ratio· of 1.26 in favor ··or ·Group I (Con-
. textual). · This figure, · however; is not statistically signifi• 
cant. A comparison of gains made ·on the · Final Test reveals a 
critical ra·tio in favor of Group I (Contextual) of .53, which 
is not signi'ftcant·• 
Grou-p- I (Contextual) showed slgni·ficant - retention in 
knowledge of studied woras ··between ·the Prete·st :and the Delayed 
Recall Test- given six monthsafter · the - elose of experimental 
teaching. The critical ratio of 7.04 --is statistically sig• 
nificant. 
Group II (Direct Instruction) also showed significant 
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retention in knowledge of studied words between the Pretest and 
the Delayed Recall Test. The criti cal ratio of 6.17 is sta-
tistically si gnificant. 
Word retention for Group I (Contextual) between the Pre-
test and the Delayed Recall Test was slightly greater than 
word retention for Group II (Direc t Instruction). However, 
the critical ratio of .32 is not statistically significant. 
Between the Final Test and the Delayed Recall Test both 
groups showed losses in retention of word meanings. Group I 
(Contextual) suffered a loss of - 3.96 which resulted in a 
critical ratio of 2.12. Group II (Direct Instruction) suf-
fered a loss of -3.28 which resulted in a critical ratio of 
1.48. Al thou gh the loss for Group I (Contextual) was sli ghtly 
greater than that for Group II (Direct Instruction), the com-
parison of these losses reveals a critical ratio of .23 which 
is n ot statistically si gnificant. 
From the summary of the data of this experiment we may 
draw these general conclusions: 
1. Bo th the contextual and the direct method ~ 
vocabulary instruction resulted in significant gains 
in knowledge of words studied. 
2. The c ontextual method of teaching vocabulary 
generally resulted in gains slightly hi gher than the 
gains resulting from direct instruction. However, 
they were not sig nifi cantly hi gher. 
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3. The per cent or loss in word retention of the group 
taught by the contextual method was slightly greater 
than the per cent of loss in word retention of the 
group taught by direct instruction. · However~ it was 
not signiricantly greater. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Since this vocabulary study has shown the need for 
fu~ther research, the following suggestions for studies are 
made: 
1. Similar experimentation conducted for alonger period 
of time and with larger and more heterogeneous groups. 
2. Similar experiments · conducted to compare the relative 
eff"ectiveness of other methods of vocabulary instruction. 
3. Similar vocabulary experiments comparing the relative 
e.tfectiveness of the contextual method versus direct 
instruction· conducted" ·w1:tho-ut a · pupil text• The writer 
felt that ' the- app1·1cat1·on .. -of -knowledge· ·of ·the words 
studied· to the· re-ading· ·of _ Ivanhoe made the vocabulary 
work more meaningful to··the· pupils. However, it 
prevented the experimental factors !'rom being fully 
controlled. 
4. "Similar experimentation conducted with pupils of 
the elementary,·l~evel. - - On -the· basis -of re·seerch, the 
writer anticipated ·that·-- the contextual method of teaching 
vocabulary would result in gains greater than those 
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obtained by this experiment. However, one might expect 
that pupils of the secondary level, who have met many 
words in the course of their schooling, would make sub-
conscious use of clues learned through past experience 
in determining word meaning in addition to the con-
scious use of clues presented in the experiment. A 
similar experiment conducted with younger groups might 
show more significant results. 
s. General reading and vocabulary testa included as 
pert of the testing program in subsequent experiments 
to determine whether or not intensive study of specific 
words would affect achievement in general vocabulary and 
reading tests. 
6. A control group includ·ed in further · expe:rimentation 
· of this type ·to obtain a more valid measure of the 
relative effectiveness -of instruction• 
7. With larger groups used ·for further · experimentation, 
a valuable comparison could be made of low initial 
scorers and high initial scorers to ·determine which 
methods of· word study are most effective with pupils 
of v~rying abilities. 
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APPENDIX A 
A LETTER TO THE STUDENT 
Dear Student, 
You are about to read Ivanhoe, a famous story of the 
"days of old .when knights were bold". It is a book that 
brings to life a long past time of daring knights and fair 
ladies, of secret conspiracies and thrilling tournaments. 
Because Ivanhoe pictures the life ot centuries ago, 
you can expect to meet some unfamiliar words as you read 
it. Yet in order to get the most ·understanding and en-
joyment from any book, you know that you need to understand 
the meanings of the words in it. 
While you are reading Ivanhoe, therefore, you will be 
asked to spend a few minutes each day to test your knowledge 
of words in the story. These daily self•tests should help 
you understand the story better and stretch your own vo-
cabulary. 
Today you will begin by trying a pretest of 100 words 
chosen from Ivanhoe that range from the fairly common 
to the 'uncommon. The purpose of the test is to help you 
discover -which words you know and which you need to 
study further. 
After you have finished reading Ivanhoe and have taken 
the daily self-tests, you will be given the same 100-word 
test again so that you will know how many words you have 
added to your own vocabulary. 
Good luck to youl 
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VOCABUlARY TEST 
Directions: This test is accompanied -by a work sheet which is numbered to 
correspond with the test. :Be sure to mark your answ·ers on the work 
sheet. 
In each vrord group below, select the vrord or phrase which has most nearly the 
same meaning as the munb er ed word at the head of the group , \Trite the letter of 
this word or phrase in the space beside the correspondinG number on the ,_-rork 
sheet, A sample is completed for you. 
S.?.mple 
0 ., vanity 
a , appearance 
b~ impudence 
c~ frankness 
d. conceit 
1~ lUxurious 
a. plain 
b. extravagant in 
taste 
c. romantic 
d. in good taste 
2. irritably 
a• impatiently 
b; · stubbornly 
c. angrily 
d. pleasantly 
3., hUmility 
a; pride 
b~ modesty 
c, kindness 
d. humnneness 
4.,. renounce 
a. crave 
b~ obstruct 
c. accuse 
d . give up 
5Q crafty 
a " patient 
b ~ tricky 
c . gentle 
d , merciful 
6.) vanquish 
a ~ defeat 
b .• dismiss 
Ce recogn:i,.ze 
d o oppose 
7. disdain 
a. offer 
b; decide 
c~ decline 
d., scorn 
B. ·mute 
a. mighty 
b. silent 
c; well-bred 
d. ·· charming 
9. infidel 
a .. foreigner 
b~ unbeliever 
c., I n::lian 
d, visitor 
10. scornfully 
a~ f earfully 
b~ r espectfully 
c. insultingly 
d. cont emptuously 
11. foolhardy 
a~ re cl ~l c ss 
b~ vi olent 
c, caut ious 
d. dclicnte 
12. h~rly-lmrly 
a . cel ebration 
b; pomp 
c • con.:;:"usion 
d, conclusion 
13. rebuke 
a, comfort 
b. , tease 
c. reprimand 
d. annoy 
14. valor 
a. danger 
b~ horscm2.nship 
c. leadership 
d. cournec 
1). antagonist 
a; courtier 
b~ follower 
c. opponent 
d-. clansman 
16, russet 
a. brilliant 
b~ reddish brawn 
c, gold 
d~ vermillion 
17. feats 
a. tourmunents 
b; duels 
Ca victories 
d, unusual deeds 
18. cordial 
a. friendly 
b~ hostile 
c, pleasing 
d, mystifying 
19, gentry 
a; soldiers 
b~ peasants 
c. people of good bir th 
de~ wealthy people 
20. insolence 
a~ foolishness 
b~ laziness 
c., carelessness 
d,. rudeness 
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21. churls 30, sluggard 39. enterprising 
a. conquerors a. lazy person n. captivating 
b~ lovrbred persons b~ challenger b; astonishing 
c • nobles c. slave c. ambitious .. d. knights ct. horseman d. discontented 
22. fickle 31. indifference 40. hospit.:tlity 
a. fearless a ,, protection " l~indness to guests <. •• 
b ~ overbearing b~ unconcern b; discourtesy 
c~ cha ;.1e;eable c. armor c ~· •·ronder 
d ., fexming d. ire d. illness 
2J o melee 32• courtier 41. prudent 
a~ scrimmage a. opponent a. heedless 
Oo a:c"chery contest b~ court member b; impulsive 
Cr. match CQ robber c. pr.:tctical 
d• failure d .. serf d. cunning 
24. y~oman 33• imposter 42. d.etest 
a. srfincherd ao deceiver a" love b~ subordinate b. drunkard b~ ridicule 
c. cavalier c. hunter c~ hate d_ stupid fcllovv d. hermit d. revere 
25. revel 34. mortification 43. ili.dolent 
a. plan a. ambition a• interesting 
bo service b. illness b~ lazy 
c. merrymaking c. fury c~ complete 
d. meeting de humiliation d. pompous 
26. resentment 35. bountiful 44~ clamor 
a. grudee a. secr etive a . presence 
"\::), c;ratitude b;; stingy b~ snoot sound 
c. contentment c• cenerous c~ absence do agreement d• TTillint; ct. uproa.r 
27 ~ composure 36;. precnution 45. • . 1 J.J?P-orc a, skill n;. cc.ra a. b eg b~ agitation b~ risk b~ warn 
Co contempt c. steadiness c. advise d. calmness d. pretense d. think 
23 .. bravrny 37. chivalrous 46. ~pudcncc 
a. jovial a. unmannerly a. co-opcre.tion b. religious b~ greedy b~ impertinence 
c. brave c. courteous c. gallantry dv strong d;. bold d, curiosity 
29 .j p2.rtisans 38. precedence 47. oppressor 
a. servants n. . march a,. collaborator b~ folloucrs b! r ecognition b~ tyrant 
c. mutineers c-. right c. leader 
d. adversaries d. superiority d. companion 
of rank 
-48. compassion 
a. mercy 
b~ force 
c. gratitude 
d. influence 
49. rash 
a. beautiful 
b~ clever 
c L· foolhardy 
d,. bewitching 
so. foil 
a. disturb 
b. aid 
c. amaze · 
d. outvfit 
$1. dismal 
a. underground 
b~ gloomy 
c. damp 
d. remote 
$2, h<iughtiness 
a. wits 
b~ composure 
c. pride 
d. sullenness 
53. entreat 
a~ implore 
b!' direct 
C o order 
d. admonish 
grange 
a~ prison 
bo J11tinor house 
c, castle ground 
d. farm 
pious 
a c religious 
b. noble 
c~ humorous 
d,., pitiful 
$5o m6ditatc 
a, r eO! joice b.: s orrow 
'-'u r epent 
dQ r eflect 
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57. parapet 
a; building 
b ~ apQrtment 
c. vrall 
d,. moat 
ss. superstitious 
a; sensitive 
b,. believing in 
omens 
c. sincere 
d,. ignorant 
59. litter 
a. couch or stretcher 
b~ royal coach 
c. procession 
d. dog cart 
60,. intruder 
a. guest 
b. uninvited person 
c. foe 
d. friend 
61. minstrel 
a. violinist 
b; lecturer 
c • tr.:weling 
musician 
d. vrnnderer 
62. malicEl 
a,. judgment 
b: ill will 
c. torture 
6S. booty 
a. loot 
b ~ jerrcls 
c. prizes 
d. food 
66. despondent 
a~ disrespectful 
b~ dejected 
c. impudent 
d. boastful 
bondage 
a. defiance 
b ~ opposition 
c. slavery 
d. petition 
68, repent 
a. feel regret b; repay 
c, pretend 
d. yield 
69. linenge 
a. high rank 
b~ emotions 
c. character 
d. blood lihes 
10, f1ay 
a., strip off 
b; reward 
c. punish 
d. slap 
d. revmrd 71. impartiality 
a~ discredit 
b~ firmness 63. iiltercede 
a,. plead in another's 
behc..lf 
b ~ vrrite 
c. fairness 
d. slyness 
c. send help 72. turret 
d. ask for oneself 
64. degraded 
a~ cheerful 
b. devoted 
c. shameful 
d, analyzed 
a. drawbridge 
b~ barrier 
c. tovmr 
d. barricade 
73. b~siege 
a. r2.ze 
b~ ovGrcome 
c~ defend 
d,. att.".CN 
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.. WORK SH3ET FOR VOCABUlARY 'tEST 
Name School 
Grade Date 
Sample: 
o. D 
*1HHPn4H~~~!..~ 
1. 21. 41. 61. 81. 
-
2. 22~ 42. 
-
62. 82. 
-
3. 2)., 43. 63. 8). 
·-4~ 24~ 44. 64. 84, 
- -5. 25'~ 
-
45. 65. 85. 
6. 26. 46. 66. 86, 
- -
?. 27. 
-
47. 67' 87. 
a. 28. 48. 68, 88, 
--9. 29. 49. 69 .. 89. 10, 30, so. 70. 90. 11. 31, 51. 71. 91. 12. 32. 
-
52, 72. 92. 13. 33. 53. 73. 93. -14. 34. 54. 74. 94. 15, 35. 55. 75. 95. 16, 36. 56~- 76. 96. 17. 37. 57. 77. 97. 
• 
18. )8. 58 • 78, 98~ 19. 39,_ 59. 79. 99. 20. 40. 6o. ao. 
- 100. 
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APPENDIX B 
• 
DAILY LESSONS FOR GROUP I 
I . 
A, DT'l'RODUCTORY rfOIID ,:TORK OUT Score 
The words · of this lesson are to.ken from t he br:.ckground material for 
Ivnnhoe which you v;ill fii!d in your book , Knovllede;e of these vrords vrill 
~ncrense your under:.;tanding of the story. 
---
\Yhen you know most of the words in n. sentence, you can often guess the 
meaninP" of an unfc,mili:cr vmrd because of its use in t he sentence. Try your 
skill i t this in tho f ollowing selection. Read co.refully., Notice how eo.ch 
underlined word is us ed in r ulntion to the rest of the sentence tlnd try to 
determine its mcn.ningc 
LIFZ I N TH:S DAYS OF IVANHm 
· Life in the days of "Ivn.rJ1oe" ·frets much different from life today, The 
king , Ylho owned neo.rly o.ll the land, eli vided it in fir:!_:_ etmon~ his vo.s sc:.ls. 
A fcYr ncG.lthy men co.lled fr.:;.nlclins did not depend on the kinz for protection 
or lc.nd. At the bottom of-tho socio.l scale wore the s erfs, 
Populo.r po.sti :nos of that ti.'11o TTcrc tho tourno.ments uhero knit:hts contested 
for honors. To bccor.lc Q kniGht '.rets the ambit i"on.of m.:-:Yiy rrcll born youn0 men. 
To atta in this 2.mbHion, they rrorkcd for yeD.rs c.s squire s . ,'\.ftor this, they 
took tho vows of. knighthood at .:c public ceremony ~ Bel ' oro being knie;htcd; 
they wore required to spend one night in o. vigil of pr.".ycr a t tho church. 
Tho peopl e suffered greatly boco.uso of the absence of their ~ood king, 
Richard-thc -Lionhoc.rtcd, who hu.d left Bnglo.nd to conduct 2. crusadD o.gainst 
the heathen Turks, His pletco Yio.s to.kcn by his trcachorous brother, Prince John, 
who plotted 2.gainst hill. John made no attempt to r econCile tho defoo.tcd 
Saxons a nd their hr.;.ughty Norm1.n conque rors. 
No:'T notice tho.t tho underlined Tlords hD.vc been listed bolorr in the first 
column . Eo.ch vrord is followed by four ::rord choices, one of IThich means the 
s.:uno o.s·thc word in the first column. Using tho context of the selection as 
a guide , decide '.7hich choice is right cmd underline it. 
One n ord is · compl eted for you c.s n s::cmpl c . Yn1cn you have fini shed, vro 
·will chock them together. 
Samp1e : 
o .. tourno.ment----mock bD.ttlo, duel, chivnlry, !l.rchcry contest 
1~ fiof----------2. lord, castle grounds, sorvnnt, grnnt of land 
2~ Vf('. ss1al1:--------~roe mnn, person undci' a lord's · protcctibn, ruler, Norman 
4
3: rc.n < ~n------~ndependont lcmdm7ncr, · mcrch<:mt, printer, fo.rmer 
. s erf----------poor m.:tn, Sc.xon, slnvo, turf · • 
5
6 
.. ~ ~q~ire--------country g?n~lcmtm, knight t s nttondnnt, pngo, 3uardinn v:nr~----------:l~~'rs , pctl t1ons, curses , solemn promises 
~·.· VlG~l--------:-:n~ght watch , l ength of time, bD.ttlo, prayer 
9 •
. hoathen-------foroigtwr, Turk) Christinn, one vrho doosn' t w-orship God 
tronchcrous---clovor:, not trustworthy, indifferonct, admirnblc · 
10. reconcile-----ignite, address , settle differences botvroon, insult 
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A 1 FIRST 1"lORD WORK OUT Score 
In yesterdny' s lesson you remember th:"..t you tried your skill nt 
determining tho meaning of u. v10rd from its usc in tho sentence • ~.";bile we 
nrc r ending IvC1.nhoe, we will contiimc to d evelop our ability to understand 
----- ,;, 
noo..nings of ·Hords from the context.., lhe more we understand, the more v1e can 
enjoy this tnle of adventure, 
Consider the underlined words in the numbered sentences& Try to arrive 
at a me2.ning for each word by considering its relation to the rest of the 
sentence, 
1. The vanity of the TeE1pl.J.r was shmm by his elaborate costume and haughty 
manner, 
2. Our Iilodern homes nould seem luxurious comp o..red to Cedric's simple house. 
3. Because he ·was vrorried o..nd hungry, Cedric spoke irri t2.'Jly. 
4. Nearly everyone seemed scornf1.:!l of poor Isaac ns he entered the hall in 
great humility. 
5. Isaac warned tho Disinherited I(nic;ht not to be foolhnrdy in tho hurly-
burly of the tourn::unont. 
__,._ 
6. The be'.nncrs of the contestants uero rus set and gold . 
7. Instcncl. of b eing cordial to tho Saxons, Prince John insulted them by 
calling them churls. 
8. At the tournament grounds tho gentry sat nonr the nobles because good 
birth "~Has considered more im?Jortnnt than money at th~t time. 
Tho words underlined in tho sentences arc listed in the first column 
bclorv . Try to indicate tho correct moo.ning for ench n ord by underlining a 
synonym in tho group of vrord choices follovring t he vrord. One is completed for 
you ns n s2.1!1.plc . 
Snmple: 
0~ vanity-------np?Jo.J. ro.nce , i.r>.pucl.onco , fr2.nlcnoss , conceit 
1; luxurious----plain, ron,::ntic, in·good tnsto, oxtravagnnt in to.ste 
2~ irritably---~hnstily, stubbornly, ::mgrily , plc.:cso.ntly 
3~ hc11'lility-----pride, ·modesty, ch.'\rity , l:n.l.:"n<.~ncncss 
4~ scornful-----o.fr nid, r e spectful, puzzled; contomptuous 
5
6
••. foolh.:'..rdy----rcckloss, viblont, c.:cutious, sid:ly · 
hurly-burly--c :·;l cbr.".tion, vrcnpon, · conclus ion, confusion 
~ .~ russct-------brilliQnt, vermillion, r eddish brm·m, golden 
gont::y-------~c~s['..nts; knichts ; neo.lthy pc o)'JJ.e, people of good birth 
9~ cordl£'.1------fnendly, hostile , cxcoption.::.l , ·m.ystifying 
10. churls-------nobles , squires, loribrod people, nrchc~s 
~ 
A 2 SECOND 1:JORD WORK OUT Scorr3 
As v.,re continue these daily le ssons in determining meanings from context, 
you should notice an b 1provenent in your abili r,yo Alvrays read the selection 
first. Try to figure out a nea.l'_ing for ea ch ·word ty not.icing its use in the 
s entence. Now go ahead vrith today ' s lesson _, 
THE DISINHERITED IG\TIGHT A~ID PRINCE JOHN 
"Let us coepare t no personalities vre neet at the tournanent of 
Asbyo C.:n1 you understand 1rhy the first '<'fas popular anc. tho sec ond 
unpopular~ 
Tho Disinherited Knight porforned nany fco.ts of valor rrhich 
caused tho audience to nci1;1ire hi:.1.- He <'-lso pr7oiro-d that Tic u.:~.s a 
true knight by being libc:.~al to his ~~:c~_::_-'2~-'~!:_~, whon he ·ro.nquished . 
Tho crafty Prince John tre.J.tod the S~u:ons vrith disc':.ain· ns 
u sual. DIScourteously, he c<J.llod Rebecca , Isa2.c;s di=:"~~g1i:s-o·:r, an 
infidel b e cause she '.Tas of a different rolic;j.on., Because Rm'rcna 
spoke to him only ·rrhon necessary, he referred to her as a nuto 
sovereign, or -ruler . Many thought he should have boon rebUlCCd for 
his insolence. 
Tho underlined vmrds of tho paragraph a r c listed in Coluim A b cloH • Choose 
a v.rord in Co:)_umn B vrhich no.:~.ns the sane as a ·word in Column A. Match the vrords 
by p+acing the letter beside the nunbor . 
Notice that t he r e a r c extro. words in Colunn B which you must eliminate.- The 
first one is completed for you as a scL1ploc 
COLUMN A COLUMN B 
-----
d o. liberal a.o defeated 
b. unusual deeds 
lo valor c~ tricky 
2. feats d .. gene rous 
e • an unbeliever 3. antogonists 
-- fa rudeness 
4. vanquished g, s ilent 
s~ crafty h(j. cour::tgo .. 
6. disdain i~ rcprino.ndod 
7. infidel j, scorn 
---
8 .. r.mte k" conplinontcd 
--- 1 .. scorn 
9. rebuked 
10, m •. opponents insolence 
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A 3 THIRD ~fORD ',TORK OUT Score 
Read this selection for today, noting particularly the underlined 
words. Does their use in the sentences indicate their meaning to you? 
THE SECOliD DAY AT ASHBY 
During the melee of the second day of the tournament, two 
ncrw ch~racters crume-lnto prominence. 
As the Disinherited Knight battled bravely against the Templar 
o.nd his part:L:;c.ns, the Black Sluggard threw aside his indifference 
and rode "'"'ti)fhe Disinherited Knight Is rescue. ·.-rhcn the Templc>.r 
was finallyvanquished, he was overcome with mortification. For 
some reason, he seemed to have a special resentment t~rard the 
disguised knight, who was attended by Cedric Is yeoman Gurth, 
acting as a squire. 
Another person who attracted the attention of Prince John 
and his courtiers was Locksley, who won the archer; contest witli. 
his customa~ composure and a little more precaution than usual. 
Prince John, who did not trust Locksley, called the archer a knave. 
Novr notice that each underlined vrord is listed below. Using the context 
of the selection for reference, ansvvor each question by placing· the letter 
of tho correct definition before the number of the underlined word. One ~s 
completed for you as a sample. 
· Sample: · 
b o. Is a knave (n) a brave fell~T, (b) a rascal, (c) or a noble? 
_____ 1, Is a yeoman (a) a subordina~o, (b) a student, (c) or a soldier? 
_____ 2. Is resentment (a) affcct~on, (b) agreement, (c) or a grudge? 
_____ 3. Is a melee (a) a failure, (b) a scrimmago,(c) or a dessert? 
___ 4. Is a partisan (n) a serv:mt, ~b) an enem;y, (c) or a follower? 
_____ 5, Is indifference (a) unconcern, (b) nrmor, (c) or preparation? 
_____ 6. Is a sluggard (a) a cmrard, (b) ~ challenger, (c) or a lazy person? 
_____ ?. Is a courtier (a) a thief, (b) a member of a royal court, (c) or a musiciaL 
_____ 8~ Is mortification (a) joyfulness, (b) humilintion, (c) or defeat? 
9. Is composure (a) rudeness, (b) nervousness, (c) or calmness? 
---
~o. Is precaution (a) extra care, {b) impertinence, (c) or boldness? 
A 4 FOURTH WORD WORK OUT Score 
In the exorcise for today cloven vrords hav e boon chosen from tho book. 
These 1-rords arc both underlined and numbered within the sentences. Read the 
s entences c 2.r ofully and try to dctor n ino thoir :'le aning~ 
1. Because 1Tamba ...-ms a j e ster, no one · expected hirl to be (l) prudent. 
2, Ivanhoe oxenplifies the best.in knighthood because ho uas 
,l 2) chivalrous to o.l l people • 
3. Prince John was so (3) fickle that his courtiers never knciT 
what to expect, 
4. (4) Bovrildorcd by tho d2. rknc ss o.nd the fo r e st, tho Black Knight 
lost his vray, 
5 • Tho Clerk of Copn.:mhurst, one of· Locksloyt s non nho no..squor a dcd 
c.. s a pri e st, -;ms nn (5) iraposter. 
6. He looked unusually (6) ·brawny for one vrho vms supposed to live 
on dried pc.:\.s and Yrater, 
7. Afte r eating a (7) bountiful meal, the Clerk and tho Black Knight 
passed the time· 1n singing and drinking until their ( 8) revel · 
vras interrupted . 
8. Did you notice hmr (9) hospitable the Clerk became after he 
decided that his guest was trustvrorthy? 
9. Be cause he was the king , Richard had (10) precedence over 
his brother John. 
10, Cedric was disa;')pointcd because ./' .. thelstane vras not as (ll) enter-
pris ing about his future as Cedric had hoped. 
The 1wrd list bela-a is made up of syiwnyms for the underlined nards, 
Select a synonym for each underlined n ord. Hatch the ;-rord Trith its synonym 
by Tlriting the number of it beside the letter in tho list. One is completed 
for you as a sample. Notice that there a r c vrords to eliminate, 
Sample : 
4 a• confused 
b• ambitious 
-
c., strong 
d• fool ish 
c. courteous 
___ f. kind to guests 
g~ chan~oablo 
----
___ h. me rrymaking 
---
i. vri se , practical 
_jo one uho deceives or 
pretends 
k. porrerless 
---1. superiority of rank 
---
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A 5 FIFTH ',-;QRD ·:ronK OUT Score 
----
This lesson t ests your po•:mr to dotomino moaning from context in a 
slightly diffe r ent nay a In each sentence you •;rill notice one or more blanks. 
B elorr the sentences is a list of words, For each bl::mk in the sentence thoro 
is an o..ppropria.tG word in .tho list th:::t ':Till correctly complete tho moaning of 
tho sentence . 
Road each s ent ence ca r ofully to determine tho meaning th.:ct is intended. 
Fill in tho sentence bb.nks ;ri th the approprb. t o ;-rords from tho list • 
Notice th::.t thoro arc cxtr .:c 'dords in the list to be eliminc..tod. The first 
blank i s co:npletecl for you ns an exo.mplo o 
1. -.Then Cedric r oo..lizod tho Front de Boouf' s men vrcre masquerading 
o..s ba.ndits, he cried, u-.-rha.t kind of murrmieF.f is this?" 
2. Because the Saxons wore people, they 
conside r ed o. hm-ding blr:.ck dog o..n unlucky s1gn. 
3. Front de Bocuf, n cruel to many pe ople , 
tho Saxons and 1nstroc. ted thorn on m.::my occo..sions. 
4. -,Th en fl.cbcccc. srwr Cedric 1 s party, she them to 
ho..vo on her 2nd her f :cthor Isa .1.C' rrhb h ::>.cl boon 
do sorted by their guide s. Ivo.nhoo nc.s also ui th thorn, but no one 
noticed him becc.uso he was conc oo..l od in a. 
---------------------· 
5 • '.Ihon tho capt ur ed Saxons ...-rcro brouP"ht 
wo..s confined to a d:urrp and ·'"' 
to Torquilstono, Iso..2.c 
dungeon. Instoo..d of 
_________________ __:Front de Boouf grieving about his · own so.fo ty, ho 
to r el ease Rob occa. 
6., Reboccn w::>.s l ed to ::>. row.ote ::>.p2.rtmcnt -..·rhc r o she TT::>. s loft to 
on he r f::>.te. 
7 o Rorronn had never ca r :;d for .\. tholst1.nco boc-:ms o he s corned dull 
and 
-------------------------· 
clover 
disnnl 
dotostod 
implored 
compa ssion 
indol ent 
go..ll.:mt 
Vf0l1D LIST 
oppressor 
superstitious 
litte r 
entreated 
meditate 
cor-1p:mion 
mur.li!J.ory 
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A 6 SIXTH ':fORD TJORK OUT Score 
We are now beginning the second half of our dnily word work outs in 
connection with the reading of IY.:tnhoe, Do your scores indicate tha t your 
ability to detennine me.:tning from context is improving >'rith pro.ctice1 
Read the follmting short pnr.:tgr.:tphs, p.:tying pnrticular attention to 
the underlined ·words. Try to arrive .:tt a me.:tning for each of these vrords 
by considering it in rela tion to t he r est of the thoucht .. 
1. In the days of 11 Ivan..'1oc11 minstrels often vmndered about 
the country to enterta in the peoploo 
2 .. \Tamba , v;ho was brave even though he uasn't pious, entered 
the ca stle of Front-do-Boeuf in the disguise of a friar. 
3 • Instead of vrelcoming him to her room, RO'trena called De · Bracy 
a n intruder, ~'Then he threa t ened to kill Ivanhoe , hovmvcr, her 
haughtlri.es s de serted her, end she b egan to vrecp . De Bracy also 
J..nsul t ed Roywna by speaking of Rothe :rwood a s a Saxon 11 grange" • 
4. By climbing on the pa r apet, Reb ecca foil ed tho rude Templar. 
Although she r e sented his impudence toward her, she was 
unafraid of him. The Templar, who was surprised by Rebecca's 
d~ring, called he r a ~ girl. 
5. The clamor of the bugles interrupted De Bracy and the Tomplar. 
Tho underlined vrords of tho p <lr o.gr.:tph <1ro listed in Column A belcm. 
Choose a word in Column B which me <:'.ns tho same o.s <1 TTord in Column A. Match 
tho words by plo.cing the l ettor be side the number, 
Notice thnt thor o are extra words in Column B to be elimin<ltod, 
One is complet ed for you. 
COLUMN A COLUMN B 
c o. friar 
a, religious 
1. grange b. f arm 
c. priest 
2~ hnughtinoss d. 1/vall 
3. foil e. impertinence 
4. f • . foolh .:trdy or reckless j:)!:>.rapet g. sullenness 
5. rash h. uninvited person 
--- i. illness 6. clamor j. tro_veling poet or musician 
_7. impudence k~ extreme pride 
8. pious l. stove 
m. outwit 
9. intruder n. uproo_r or noise 
__ ]p. minstrel 
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A 7 SEVENTH WORD WORK OUT Score 
----
Road tho selection for today, noting particularly tho underlined 
words. Can you determine thoi::: meo.ning from tho context? 
':TITHIN THE CASTLE OF TORQUILSTONE 
Much secret plotting, or intrigue was t aking place in 
Torquilstono vrithout tho knowledge of Front-de-Bocuf. 
As Cedric in his frio.r 1 s disguise was seeking a vray out of 
tho castle , he mot Urfricd, .:>.n evil Saxon wom::..n, who had led a 
deg raded life for years in bondage to Front-dc-Bocuf. She vas"filled 
Hi th mc..lice tovra rd tho crue?l NormO..n and nished to cc~in revenge. 
Al thoi.lgh she did not seem too penitent for her pnst lifo, Cedric 
advised her to remember her Sa..'Con her~ tago Glld linco.go , He f ol t 
th::..t she should repent. 
Cedric then mot Front-de-Boeuf, viho wo.. s onsily deceived by tho 
SaxonOs priestly disguise , Front-de-bocuf told Cedric that thD 
Saxons voro about to b esiege tho castle and gave him c. mossace, a 
request for help, to be dol~vorod to tho Normnns in York, He also 
threatened to flay Cedric's cowl and skin if the message Tras not 
delivered. - -
Instend of ncting tho part of o.. silent, stolid person, Cedric 
was foolish enough to be insolent to Front-do-Boouf • Becnusc of 
this, he nearly lost his chance of escape from tho castle. 
For each underlined vrord above you will find a synonym or definition 
in tho list below, Match tho vmrds from the article v ith the definitions 
belm:r by filling in the blanks"' 
Notice that thoro are extra definitions uhich must bo eliminated. 
One word is compl e t ed for you as a se>.mple. 
Sc.rnplo: 
0, sorry f or sin penitent 
1. slavery a. moderato 
--------
2. vrcc.lth 9. strip off---------
3~ sh.:uncful 10. disrego..rd errors 
4. dull 11,. feel r q;r ot for past nistakes 
5. inherited qunlities 
12. gnrment vri th o.. hood 
---
6, ill 'Hill or grudge 13, blood lines or fGmily descent 
7. attack 14. retreat from 
------
----------------------
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A 8 EIGHTH ":JORD TIORK OUT ·score 
Consider the underlined words in the numbered sentences. Try to arrive 
at a meaning for each word by considering its relation to the rest of the 
s~ntence • 
1. ~-iben Rebecca told Ivanhoe of tho attack on Torquilstone, he 
asked if tho Black Slu[Sgn.rd blenched when tho fir;ht was at its 
height. He thought it sir:tgt11ii1::-t;i.:>.t tho atto.ckers carried no 
banner with them. 
2. Certainly tho Saxon ass.:d.Lmts uho captured the castle outwork 
from the lJorman ·wore notc:i-\~v(;-;~-:s-; 
3• Urfr:Lcd ;·ras l 2.st seen stc.nc1ing o.mid the flames on the turret 
Ywherc she br2.ndished her staff in revenge . 
4. Aft er tho cJ.stl e had been vron by the Saxons J Locksley distributed 
tho booty, or spoils, among his men ni th perfect imparti2.li ty ~ 
5. :Hc.J.trrrhilc, De Br<:..cy, ·who h2.d b oon t.Jkon prisoner by the Black 
· Knight, stood despondently neo.rby. 
6. YJhcn Isao.c agreed to pay Prior· il.ymcr' s r :tnsom, the Prior 
promised to intercede for Rebecca, v1ho had boon abducted, or 
kidnapped, bytho Templar. 
The ·words underlined in the sentences a rc listad in tho first column below·. 
Try to indicate tho correct meo.ning for each ·Nord by underlining its definition 
or synonym in the group of 1-rord choice s folloYring tho vmrd. One is completed 
for you as 2.. sample. 
Sample: 
o. blenched---------shrank b2.ck, groYr angry, cried out, ndv2.nccd 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4 •. 
s. 
6 •. 
7 •. 
a. 
9 •• 
10 •. 
nss.:tilants-------patriots, outlaws, So..xons, nttn.ckors 
turrot-----------drm-rbridg o, b2.rrior, tovr?r, bnrricado 
cro.vons----------poo.s2.nts, birds, co':-r:trds, scouts 
outwork----------river, outlyin,::; dofonsos, c<:'.vo.lry, outlook 
bro.ndishod-------n:cvod, sno.ppod, clutched, pitched . 
do spondontly -----b oo.stfli).ly, imp~dontly, de joe todly, joyously 
singul2.r---------unusua~, fau~ty, bea~tiful, dubious 
booty------;----,...--jcwcls, . loot, prizes, food 
imp0.rtiality-.----slynoss, discredit, f a irness, . po~sovoran~c 
intorcodo-.... ------vrritc, plou.d in nnother' :s behalf, pc..rdon, . command 
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A 9 NINTH UORD VJORK OUT Score 
----
Each sentence belovf cont:;.ins t vro underlined word choices. Most of these 
word pc.irs have the sf'Jlle me.<ming; a fav.r have not. If the vrord choices arc 
not synonymous in moaning, tho s entence vdll not be a true statement and will 
not m.::tko sense • 
If you think tho underlined vrord choices of a sentence mean the same and, 
therefore, correctly complete the sentence , write TRUE in thc·placc provided. 
If you think the underlined Trord choices do not mean the same, write FALSE. 
One is completed for you as a sample, 
Sample: 
FAlSE ·· 0, The ·Templar 11ns fill ed vrith contendine, or plons:'..nt,emotions 
concerning Rebecca. 
1, Although tho Tomplnr loved Rebecca, he .-ms nlso angry Hith her 
----~because she repulsed, or rejected, him. 
2, Tho stern Grand Mast er considered Rebecca a sorceress, or 
---charming yroman. 
_____ 3. Therefore, he believed she could cause people to have delusions, 
or false, unreal beliefs. 
___ 4. Tho cha rges brought against Rebecca vmre trivial, or ~' ones, 
), In spite of his harsh na ture, tho Grand Master vre.s reluctant, or 
--~willing , to condemn Rebecca to death, 
6, ShCJ road from a scroll, or parchment, vrhich had been given her, 
---
7, Throwing dovm her glove as a gage, or challenge, Rebecca demanded 
---~a.champion to prove her innocence;--
8, The superstition and brutality, or extreme cruelty, of tho people 
----o.f th2.t time were evident o.t "lfo"ij'Gccn' s trial, 
_____ 9. In spitb of the torture she faced, Rebecca refused to renounce, 
o~ give up, her religion, 
____ 10, \Then Isaac heird of his daughter's fate, ho burst into l~entation, 
or loud laughter , 
Now that you have 1'!1.:>-rked the meanings either TRUE or F.USE, list in 
the blnnks below any underlined nord you consider to be incorrectly defined 
by tho underlined definition that follows it. Bes ide this vrorcl., \rritc the 
definition you think would be correct, One is completed for you. 
o. contending opposing 
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A 10 
TENTH ~JORD ·.voRK OUT Score 
----
This is the ln.st of the d.:tilY word work outs for Ivn.nhoc. If you have 
done the exercises thot'.e;htfully e.:tch d::cy ~ you have stretched your vocabula ry 
to include mn.ny now words ,. J,n.tor yo':l v1ill bo eivcn a test b .:t s~d on tho 
exercises. In this vro.y, you ~:rill knov1 hmr many of tho -rrords d1scusscd have 
become :1 part of your ovm vocnbul2..ry 11 
Eleven -vrords chosen from the story ,:1.re underlined and numbered in the 
sentences bclorr. First r ead tho s entences cnrefully to tQst your skill in 
determining the mcnnings of these n ards. 
1. Mo.ny Saxons crone to tho (1) bier of Athelstane to pny (2) hotn<:'.ge 
to his memory~ 
2. Lady Edith, Atholsto.nc's mother, had promised to ' (3) ondovt the 
Si;.. Edmund's Convent Yrith much of Athelstane's l ::md, --
3. Tho st:l.ko at which Rcboccn. was to be burned 1-ms surrounded 
by Cl+) faggots. 
4. In denying that she wn.s guilty of witchcraft, Rebecca was (5) resolute. 
5. The Grand Master a sked Ivanhoe to spa re · the Templarts life bece~.use 
Guilbert wa s not (6) absolved of sin. 
6. ·.Tho.t n (7) tumult n.roso when tho Bln.ck Knight announced himself 
as King Richr'.rdt 
7. Although he w.qs entitled to them, Iv1\nhoc did not (8) despoil 
the Tcmplo.. r of his weapons. 
8, Cedric's (9) blunt humor doli~htcd King Richard, 
9. In· spite of .::-..11 tho (10) obsto.clos th.'J,t hnd (11) impeded their 
union, Roncnl'l and Ivc.nhoc rrcro hc.ppily mnrricd. 
In tho follovling list you vrill find l'l dcfini tion for onch of the 
underlined ·words in the sentences o.bove. lilntch the nord with its definition 
by plo.cing tho number of tho vrord beside the letter of tho definition. Notice 
thnt thoro nrc oxtr~ definitions to b e oliminnted. One is completed for you 
as o. so.mplc. 
So.mple: · 
10 n. things -:7hich st!'.nd in tho 
•;my 
b. forgiven 
c• deprive 
d. refreshment 
c. fr::mk 
f. servn.nts 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
m. 
bundles of sticks 
noise 
hindered 
give money or property to 
aided 
detennincd 
respect 
coffin or o. stand for a coffin 
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DAILY LESSONS FOR GROUP II 
B INTRODUCTORY WORD WORK OUT Score 
----
The words of this losson are taken from the.buckground matcrinl for 
Ivanhoe which you rrill find in your book~ Knovrlcdge of these words should 
1ncrease your undcrst~nding of the story. 
MAKE A MATCH 
The words of Group A are taken from the background materinl. The uords 
and phrases of Group B are definitions for the words of Group A. 
Choose a word from Group A and write it beside its definition in Group B. 
Match us many words and definitions as possible before consulting your 
dictionary to check and complete your work. 
Notice that there are extra words in Group A which you \'Till have to 
eliminate. One word is matched for you as a sample. 
So.mple: · 
tournament 
serf 
vigil 
heathen 
GROUP A 
treacherous 
vassru. 
squire 
fief 
GROUP.B 
o. mock or mnkc-bclievc b~ttle tournr>:nent 
crusader 
franklin 
VOVT 
reconcile 
chivalry 
-------------------------------- -·- --~ 
1. to settle differences betv;ecn 
2. slave ••••• , 
. . ' . . . . ·-------------------
3. solemn promise • • • • • • • • 
4. grant of land 
5~ a night watch 
• • • • • • • • 
6. person under protection of a +ord 
7 , independent landoo,;mer 
a, not to be trusted •• ~ 
. ~ ·.• 
9~ uttcndant of a knight " . . . 
10, one nho docs not ·worship God 
-------------------------------
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B 1 FIRST VJORD WORK OUT Score 
• In yestcrd~y' s lesson you vrill remember th.:tt ybu tried your skill 
• 
in mutchine meanings. rfhile vrc arc r oo.ding Ivo.nhoc, we will continue 
to develop our L:Ed3rstandinc of tho mco..ninc;s of words in the story. · 
The more vrc underst<tnd , tho more no con en joy this talc of ndvcnturc. 
SELECT THE SYNmm.! 
The vro rds in tho first colu.mn nr c selected from tho story. 
Follovring each of these viOrds is n group of four ·lilord choices. ·One 
of these choices means tho same .:lS the word in the first column. In 
e nch ·line you ore to underli ne the synonym for the first vrord in that 
line . 
First complete all that you cnn without referring to .thc O.ictionary. 
Then usc the dictionary to compl ete · and correct your work, Ythen you 
finish, vro ·Hill chock them together. A sample is completed for you. 
Sample: 
o. vanity--------appearance, impudence, frankness, conceit 
1; luxurious-----plain, romantic, in·good t~stc, extravagant in taste 
. . 
2. irritb.bly---hn.stily, stubbornly, angrily, ple.1.santly 
3. humility------pride, modesty, charity, humaneness 
4. scornful------o.fro.id, respectful, insulting, contemptuous 
5. foolho.rdy-----rocklcss, violent, cautious, sickly 
6. hurly-burly---cclebration, Yioo.pon, conclusion, confusion 
. . . 
7! russot--------brilli::mt, ve rmillion, r eddish brmm, golden 
. . 
8 • gentry--------peasants, knights, weal thy people, people of good birth 
9. cordiul-------:friendly, hostile, exceptional, mystifying 
10. churl---------surly, noble , lo~brcd perf.on, squire 
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B 2 SECOND WCRD WORK OUT Score 
M:-..TCH THE I.iE.\llllJGS 
In todnyt s lesson the words in Colu.lT'n ~\ arc selected from the story. The 
words in Column B arc synonyms for nords in Column;\.~ 
Choose a word in Col umn B uhich means tho same ns a word in Column .1.. 
Match the meanings by placing the lette r b eside tho number~ Notice that 
there arc extra words in Colum...J. B Yfhich you must eliminate. 
"\~Then you have matched as many as you can, use your dictionary to 
complete and to check your worko. 
One is completed for you as a sample. 
Column A Column B 
d o. liberal a. defeat• 
-~---- ----- ........ _ ... ---
1, valor b. unusual deeds 
2. feats c. tricky 
3. 
- · 
antagonist d. generous 
_4~ vanquish· e. an unbeliever 
_5! crafty f. rudeness 
6. disdain g. silent 
7. infidel 
-
h. courage 
B. mute i., reprimand 
_9. rebuke j. scorn 
10. insolence k. compliment 
1. courtesy 
m. opponent 
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B 3 THIRD '.TORD WORK OUT Score 
----
TlHICH IS RIGHT? 
The underlined ;rorcls of t oclo.y1 s nord list o.r o chosen from the po.rt of 
tho story you o.r o ne';r rec;.ding. .'...ftor e::>.ch of these '.rords you o.re given n 
choice of three definitions, One of the defi nitions is correct. Underline 
the definition which, in your opinion, rroulc~ corr;.;ctly o.nswer the question. 
Complete ;1ll tho.t you co.n before referring to tho dictiono.ry, Usc the 
diction2.ry to conplctc your 1·1ork nnd chock it. 
One swmplo is dono for you . 
o. Is o. kn2.ve (<:>.) a brnvc f allon, (b) n rnscr.l, (c) or -'1 noble? 
- - - - - - - - - - ~ 
1. Is a yoeman (a) a subordinate, (b) a student, (c) or a soldier? 
2, Is resentment (a) affection, (b) an agreement, (c) or a grudge? 
3. Is n melee (a) a failure, (b) a scrimmage, (c) or a dessert? 
4. Is a partisan (a) a servant, (b ) an enemy, (c) or <:. follower? 
'· 
Is indiffercmco (a) unconcern, (b) annor, (c) or preparation? 
6. Is <l slugGard (a) a cO':rard , (b) a challenger, (c) or a lazy person? 
7. Is a courtier (n) a thief, (b) a member of n royal court, (c) or a musiciaL 
B. Is mortification (a) joyfulness, (b) humiliation, (c) or defeD.t? 
9. Is composure (n) rudeness, (b) nervousness, (c) or calmness? 
10. Is precP..ution (a) cxtrn c<:.re, (b) impertinence, (c) or boldness? 
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B 4 FOuRTH WORD T!ORK OUT Score 
RECOJNIZING OPPOSITES 
In ou:r daily lessons up to·this point; ne have been m:.itching.nords that 
are similar in mco.ning; that is, uo hctvo been selecting· synonyms, Today we · 
will concentrate on choosinc word op})ositcs or Qntonyms, ns they nrc cb.lled. 
For example, we say that tho o.ntonym of loud is soft; tho o.ntonym of ho~ 
is cald~ You sec, if yoil knovr the mcnninc of n YTorci, you should be nOlO 
to 1~8c-ognize its antonymo 
.· 
In todny' s exercise you vdll notice t vro columns of vrords• In Column A 
arc words chosen from the story. In Column B are tho antonyms of these vrords. 
Choose a word in Column B which moans the opposite of ['.. word in Colunni A. 
Place tho letter of this antonym beside the number of the wdrd in Column A. 
The first is completed for you as a sample. 
Notice that there arc extra vrords in Column B to be eliminated• tJso 
your dictionary to chock and complete your w~rk after you have dono as many 
as possible. A sample is completed for you. 
. - - - -
Column A 
d o. bewildered 
1. chivalrous 
2 .. fickle 
3~ imposter 
~ 
_4. brmmy 
). r evel 
____ 6. precedence 
7. enterprising 
_B. prudent 
. _9. hospitable 
10. bountiful 
·Column B 
a. sad or solemn occasion 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
b. discourteous, crn1ardly 
c. inferiority of rnnk 
d. certain or sure 
c. sensible, saving 
f. firm, unchc..ngco.blc 
g~ unfriendly, unsociable 
h. lazy, inactive 
i. foolish, impracticQl 
j. weak, porverlcss 
k, a jolly occasion 
1. economical, frugal 
m. one who docs not deceive or 
pretend to be what he is not 
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B 5 
.. 
FIFTH lHQRD WORK OUT Score 
TRUE OR FAlSE 
The ..-rords of this lesson .:1.rc in the forril of definitions, some 
of -rrhich nro true cmd some of uhich c..rc f nlso . If you think tho 
defini ti6n of the underlined ...-:ord is true, vrri tc TRUE in the spa.ce 
prrwidcdG If you think thQ definition is f nlsc, ·Trrite F.\ISE in the 
2pnce provided. One is dono for you ~s .:1. s~~plo. 
----
After you h.:1.vo finished a.s many a.s possible, usc your dictionary 
to chock <md complete your ':rork. 
Semple: 
TRUE o. A mummery is o.n old word for n masquora.do. 
1. Compassion is a fooling of mercy and sympa.thy for others. 
----
2. To implore is to imply or to suggest. 
----
3 • .An oppressor of people is a tyrant. 
---~ 
4. A litter is a stretcher or curt~incd couch~ 
----
5. An indolent ma.n is a. la.zy ma.n. 
---~ 
6. To entreat is to implore or to request~ 
----
____ 7 ~ .'1. superstitious person believes in omens and signs .• 
____ 8. To meditate ~s to reflect or to think. 
_____ 9. A dismal place is a bright, cheerful place, 
____ 10~ To detest is to dislike or to hate. 
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B 6 SIXTH fJORD WORK OUT Score 
Yrc are ncm beginning tho second half of our daily Ttord nork outs 
in connection vrith the rco.ding of Ivo.nhoc, Do your scores indicate 
improvement? Try to increase your nord knavrlodgc as you ir.lprove your 
efficiency in using tho diction~ry~ 
Mfi.KE A Ml\.TCH 
Tho uords in Cohu:m .\. o.ro selected frolil tho s tory o Tho ·words in 
Col unn B arc synonyns for thos e in Column A. 
Choose a word in Column B 1:rhich moans tho same ~m a vrord in Column A. 
Hatch tho noanings by placing tho l ette r b eside tho numb cro Do a s many 
as possible before using your dictionary to check :::md conplotc the vwrk. 
Notice that t horo arc extra vrords in Column B 11hich must be 
olL~inatod, Ono is conplotcd for you as a sample . , 
COLUUN A COLutrn B 
o. friar a. religious 
---
c 
_1. grange 
2. haughtiness 
---
3. foil 
---
h. parapet 
---
5~ rash 
--....: 
6o clamor 
---
7. impudence 
---
8,. pious 
---
9. intruder 
---
10, minstrel 
---
b, farm 
c. priest 
d. wall 
e6 impertinence 
f. foolhardy or reckless 
g. sull enness 
h. uninvited person 
i. illness 
j, traveling poet or musician 
k. extreme pride 
1. stove 
m. outwit 
m. uproar or noise 
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B 7 SEVENTH YJORD WORK OUT Score 
DEFINE THE MEANING 
Tne words listed in Group A ho.ve been chosen from the story of 
Ivanhoe. The words or v1ord phrases in Group B are definitions for 
those 1n Group A. 
Your problem is to match these vrords in me<'..ning by placing the · 
letters of the Group A words beside tho numbers of the Group B v-,rords·. 
Complete as many as possible before turning to your dictionary for 
reference and help . Chock with the dictionary to be sure your work is 
corrcct3 
Thoro are extra definitions in Group B which you will need to 
elimino.:tc • One nord is completed for you c:rs a sample. 
GROUP A 
b: .. bondar;c e . penitent i~ heritage 
b. repent f~ flay j~ besiege 
c. caul g. dcgro.dod k. linoo..~c 
d. mo.licc h. stolid 
GROUP B 
----
San\ple: 
~---0~ sorry for sin 
h shameful _____ B. disregard errors 
2. slavery 
---
9. feel regret for past mistakes 
3. ill will or grudge 10. inherited qualities 
-
4. attack 11. dull 
---
-· 
5, moderate 12 • . wealth 
6. garment with a hood lJr blood lines or family descent 
---· 
7· strip off 
-
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B 8 EIGHTH ~70RD 1TORK OUT Score 
SELECT THE SYNONYJ:I 
The words in the first column belO\"r are selected from tli.e story. 
Follorring each of these Trords is a GrOltp of four vrord choices. One of 
these choices means tho same o.s tho ·word in the first column. In each 
line you arc to underline tho Trorcl choice nhich has tho snme moaning 
as tho first word. 
----
Do a s many as possible T.ri thout referring to the dictionary. Then 
uso tho dictionary to correct and complete your Yrork~ Ono is dono for you 
as a sanpl c •. 
Sample: 
0 • blench----------shr;ink back, grOiir angry,. cry out, advance 
- - - - - . - - -- - ·~ -
1. assailant--------:-patriot, outlan, Saxon, attacker 
2. turret-------:----dravrbridgc, barrier, tovrer, barricade 
3. craven-----------peasant, bird, c~rard, scout 
4. outwork---M--~~-~rivor, outlying defenses, cavalry, outlook 
5. bro..ndish----~--:--:wave, snap, clutch, pitch 
6. despondently-:--:~-:bo~stfully, impudently , dejectedly, joyously 
7 • singulnr---------unusunl, faulty,. beautiful, dubious 
8~ - booty--------:----jovrels; loot, prizes; food 
9. impartiality~----slyncss, disercdit, f airness, porscvcrancc 
10. interccdo-------vrrite, plead in another's boho..lf", pnrdon~ cormnand 
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B 9 
-
NIHTH '.-fORD ,-iORK OUT Score 
Mf•.TCH THE J.iJEANING 
In today's lesson the words in Column A are selected from the story. 
The words in Column B are definitions for those in Column A. 
Choose a definition in Column B for a vvord in Column A. Match the 
meanings by placing the letter beside the number. Notice that there are 
extra definitions j_n Column B which you must eliminate .• 
Do as much as possible before turning to your dictionary for help. 
Use the dictionary to check nnd complete your work . One is completed for 
you as a sample. 
COLU!JN A COLill.IN B 
m o. contending 
- - - - - - - --- - - - -- a. eager 
1 •. sorceress b. parchment 
z. ~cluct::mt c. false or unreal belief 
3. delusion d. give up 
4 • . trivial e . witch 
~* brutality f. accept 
6. scroll g •. extreme · cruelty 
7. r enounce h • . harsh 
8. . repulse i. . unimportant 
9. lamentation j. unwilling 
10. gage k • . rejec;:t 
1. challenge to fight 
m. opposing 
n• cries of grief 
o. truth 
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B 10 TENI'H Y!OTID ~.:roRK OUT Score 
This is the ln.st of the daily TTord nark outs for Ivanhoe. If you have 
done tho e·:ercises thoughtfully each day, you hcwe stretched your vocabulary 
to include m<J.ny no;;; "'iTOrds~ L<J.tor you Hill be given a. test based on ·the 
exorcises. In this n:J.y, you v:ill knon how mo.ny of tho words discussed have 
become a part of your 0'.7n vocabul.:trya 
Tl1HCH IS IUGIIT? 
1:ihich arc the correct moo.ninGs for the underlined TTords belorr? } .. nsrrcr 
c<J.ch question by placing tho letter of t ho correct definition in tho space 
provided before tho nu.mbcr of tho ~mclcrlinod >7or d . 
Complete all that you c.:tn before rcfcrrin~ to tho dictionary. Usc tho 
dictionary to finish nnd to check your work. One sru-:1ple is done for you. 
So.mple: 
a o. Is an obstacle (a) a hindrance, (b) a help, (c) or a trick? 
1. Is homage (a ) proof, (b) charity, (c) or respect? 
2. Is a bier (a) a drink, (b) a shelter, (c) or a coffin? 
3. Is resolute (a) barron, (b) dotcm:i.ncd, (c) or fo.tal? 
4. Is a tumult (a ) a rumor, (b) an uproar, (c) or a mooting? 
5. Arc f aggots (a ) bundles of sticks, (b) scrvc;.nts, (c) or stakes? 
6. Docs blunt mean 
--
(n) sturdy, (b) fr:cnl~, (c) or disagreeable? 
7. Docs despoil mean c.~) sour, (b) rule , (c) or do]J:rivo? 
B. Docs i npede no.:tn (a) hinder, (b) speed, (c) or plc.:~.d? 
9. Docs .:tb sol vo r.lc.:tn (o.) pc.rdon, (b) ov;:.por2.tc, (c) or solve? 
10. Docs cndovr no.:tn 
---
(r.) hint, (b) give property to, (c) or suo? 
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